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I have the honour to subscribe myself,

My dear Sir,

Your very much obliged

And faithful Servant,

D. CRONIN.

PREFACE
'ro THE SECOND EDl'l'ION.

THE first Edition of this little work-by no
means very limited-having been sold off in a
a very short space of time, I am called again
to put it to press. The principles laid down at
first I have no occasion to alter, although addi-
tional experience has enabled me to modify as
well as to extend my views and principles with
equal satisfaction to myself and advantage to the
public. The senses, or at least the perfection
of the external senses, are not only essential to
human happiness, but· intimately associated
with our moral being. However, they do not
all seem of equal importance, some being of far
more importance than others. None appear to
be of more consequence than sight and hearing;
and of these the latter seems to be by far the
more permanent. The pleasures to be derived
from the perfect exercise of the visual functions
are indeed at once both extensive and. delight-
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ful; but the victim of blindness comparatively
feels his misfortunes, because his privations are
not manifested to him through the agency of
any of the remaining senses. Hence the blind
enjoy the pleasures of social intercourse; they
can converse-they can both amuse and be
amused. Let us howevercontrast the miserable
picture of the deaf. Sometimes the object of
sneers and sarcasms-at one time abused as a
pest, at another the sport of ironical commi-
seration-his condition is the most lamentable
that is possible to conceive. Vision renders
him sensible not only to his defects, but to the
fund of amusement which they but too often
afford to the by-standers, If engaged in public
business, to the transacting of which hearing is
essential, his situation is rendered still more
painful. Hence of the two.deafness appears to
be a far more forlorn and lamentabledefectthan
blindness; but if we associate a very frequent
concomitant consequence-dumbness-we shall
picture to ourselves the very height, the acme
as it were, of human wretchedness and moral
mIsery.

The inferences from these facts would natu-
rally be, that while the defects of the auditory
function had obtained an unusual degree of
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attention, and that aiIt::tl surgery was fast ap-
proaching perfection; that of vision, if not
absolutelyneglected; yet in the march of culti-
vation had been completely distanced by the
former. Strange howeveras it may appear, the
very reverse is the fact; and the surgery of the
eye has greatly outstripped that of the ear: in
a word, while the former has advanced to the
highest eminence, the latter seems to be worse
even than in its infancy. n is true we have
"aurists," and surgeon aurists; "aurists extra-
ordinary" and "in ordinary to the King," and
to the Queen, and to the Royal Dukes, and to
the rest of the Royal Family; but what have
these high-soundingtitles done for the advance-
ment of the science: I wish indeed the reply
couldbe limited to "absolutely nothing." Were
the evil oneof omissiononly,instead of commis-
sion, the public would have cause to rejoice. ,
The ignorance of the practising aurists of this
country, not only of the nature and physiologi-
cal causes of deafness,but even of the obvious
anatomy of the ear, has been criticised by
Kramer with no less justice than severity: and
Wright, Curtis, and Stevenson, have alike
come under the lash of his censure. "Wright,"
he says, "boldly desribes catheterism of the
Eustachian tube as ari operation which cannot
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be depended on, which is extremely disagreeable,
and which may be compensated by masticatory
and sternutatory remedies. 'Wright," he con-
tinues, "is surpassed in the shallowness and
worthlessness of his treatise only by Stevenson
and Curtis; from the latter of whom, as the head
of a large institution for the treatment of
diseases of the ear, verily better performances
might have been expected-through all whose
writings," he adds, "nothing but the most
crude empiricism* is to be met with; and yet
among his compatriots as well as abroad, Curtis
has the reputation of being a distinguished
aurist ! ! it Farther, he impugns the knowledge
which the English aurists possess of the anato-
mical structure of the ear." "Curtis," he says,
"distinguishes himself by his extraordinary
ignorance of the structure of the membrana
tympani; for he believes it possible for the
position of this membrana to be altered by sud-
den loud noise, such as a loud clap of thunder, or
the report from the firing of a cannon, by which
it may he drawn inward towards the ossicula
auditus, and thus become concave externally.
This lecturer on the anatomy of the ear, does
not know that it is the normal condition of the

•. i.e. quackery, 't Critical Literary Review .
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membrana tympani to present externally a con-
caval appearance and form.*

Such has hitherto been the state of aural sur-
gery in this country; a state which must inva-
riably result from the practice in any depart-
ment being wholly confined to a few individurJs.
The absence of competition not only engenders,
but fosters idleness and ignorance-. Indolence
sleeps undisturbed by the lash of criticism; and
ignorance, as the consequence, stalks predomi-
nant over the neglected plain. Let us hope
however that a happier and more cheering one
is at hand: that the field hitherto neglected will
now be more carefully cultivated, and that a
richer and more abundant harvest will reward
the labours of the husbandman. Competition
is one of the most energetic stimuli, and seve-
rity of criticism one of the most faithful excite-
ment" to exertion. Henceforth we may hope to
see aural surgery keep pace at least, if not out-
strip, the sister branches; and for the benefit of
the public this is a consummation most de-
voutly to be wished.

With respect to the present Edition of this

* Critical Literary Review.
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work, I have to observe that the additional ex-
perien?e of eighteen months, aided by a very
extenSIve practice, has enabled me to confirm
my views, and to assert their correctness. I
have ~ot indeed thought it necessary to dwell
~o mmutely as Kramer upon the particular
I~l'flamm~tions of the ear, n?r to deny the cau-
tion agamst the application of acid and stimu-
lating oils and injections in these excited con-
~itions of the aural structures. Every well-
mfor~e~ ,Practitioner knows upon principle
the mJurIOUS effects of SItch application,
under the above circumstances; but Kramer
has dwelt upon these with a minuteness and
severity which are pardonable only because he
has founded his notions of English therapeutics
solely apparently upon the crude and undizestad
quackeries, and the glaring and unbl~shinO"
dogmas of Wright, Curtis, Stevenson, and th:
othe~ minor; though not less empirical, fry of
EnglIsh aunsts. In this Edition, too, I have
added a history of the diseases of the Eusta-
chian tube, and have pointed out and adduced
cases in illustration of the benefit of medicated
vapour in obstruction of this tube and the inter-
nal ear.

Morbid conditions of the Eustachian and of
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the cavity of the tympanum, have been long
known to our continental brethren; and the
consequent plugging up of these passages by
mucus in all its various modifications, and the
influence of these states upon the auditory
functions, have not escaped their penetrating re-
search. Yet these states, and the various
results with respect to the hearing, appear
almost unknown to our English aurists, Perfo-
ration, laceration, and total destruction of the
membrana tympani and the contiguous ossicula,
have been proposed-shall I say it, very con-
stantly practised-to relieve a deafness, which a
puff of air from the mouth of the practitioner
through a canula, introduced into the Eusta-
chian tube, woul~l have completely cured. The
consequence has been that a simply curable has
been converted into total and incurable, indeed
in every way irremedial deafness ! !! I there-
fore consider the chapter on the diseases and
the cure of the cavity of the tympanum, and the
Eustachian tube, &c. will insure to this Edition
a reception from the Press and the Public as
favourable as that bestowed upon the first.

Southampton Row, Russell-square,
January 1840.
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CHAP. I.

INTRODUCTION.

OF all the sources of gratification and delight,
none, perhaps, contribute more to the enjoy-
ment of life, than the external senses. The
healthy and rational exercise of these functions
give a value to existence which nothing can
wholly destroy. When we observe an unfor-
tunate being deprived of the use of any of these
organs, the commiseration which the victims of
such privations excite, is a sufficient proof of the
estimation in which the perfection of the senses is
usually held. Organs of such value, then, are
justly regarded as objects of our special care;
and those who devote themselves to remedy
. their defects, generally obtain the gratitude of
society.

The external senses are five in number, and
are familiarly expressed by the ter!11s lleal'ing,
seeing, feeling', tasting, and smelling. Each of
these senses have appropriate organs in which .
the exercise of the sense W;;iq~s,.J IB]jt, in order' "I (j

that the faculty be perfect, it ~s\ essentiel that
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the structure and organisation be also perfect, or
wholly unimpaired, and each part fully capa?le of
its natural function; for we shall find that, simple
as the operations of the senses may appear to the
mere casual observer, yet, they depend upon very
intricate and very complicated piec~s ~f mechan-
ism, the various parts of which are mtlma~ely as-
sociated, and not only mutually subservIent to
the operations and functions of each other, bu~ to
that ultimate object or effect termed sensatwn.

The m~chanism by which sensation ~s effected,
requires, unless in certain cases of ,dIsease, the
application of causes, o~ more techmca~ly speak-
ing "stimuli," to excIte those motIOns upon
which sensation depends; and th~ nature of
the sensation, whether agreeable or disagreeable.
painful, or narcotic, or otherwise, depends upon
the nature or quality of the stimulus .whiCh gives
rise to the impression. Itwould be quite superflu-
ous to offer cases in illustration, everyone capa-
ble of sensation can readily bring to their recol-
lection abundance of examples. '

The senses," however, are liable not only to
total privation, but they may become depraved,
criving rise to false erroneous, or Imperfect Im-
pressions, and son~etimes of a very disagreeable
and even painful nat~re. Th~~e depend upon
certain morbid phySIcal conditions of one or

I) i' ,. It will bJ' 6lMoM that fIfe term sense is often used indiffer-
ently to express .eitber the organ or the sensation.., ~ ItT

II

more parts of the mechanism, which conditions
are of two kinds, remediable or irremediable' in
technical language functional or oganic, There
are few who suffer from such defects, but feel
the u~most anxiety fo~ their relief, and willingly
su~mIt ~o the most pamful and even serious ope-
rations If they but hold out the slightest pros-
pect of relief.

It is not my intention to enter at any length
upon the mechanism or physiology of sensation
generally, or even as applied to the individual
senses; but to confine myself almost exclusively
to that sense, the defects of which I have been to
a v.ery considerable extent, fortunate enough to
relieve. Upon the subject of sensation generally,
we m~y observe, that it depends upon certain im-
pressions made through the medium of the nerves
upon the brain, or " sensorium commune" as it
is named. There seem to be two orders of
nerves in the human body, one destined for sen-
sation, or the communication of impressions to
the common sensorium : the other termed nerves
of motion to transmit to the muscles the mandates
of the will, and compel obedience to its com-
mands. There is an intimate connection be-
~we€n these two orders of nerves, and especially
in reference to the organs of sense, when sensa-
~ion requires for its full and perfect, or rather
It;Smore exquisite development, the assistance of
either voluntary or involuntary movements.

. Previous, however, to examining the mechan-
Ism of the ear, it will be advisable to present 'a
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hasty review of the nature and p~'operties of
sound, upon which the sense of hearing depends
for its excitement.

Section 1.

OF SOUND.

IF we throw a stone or any substance into a
pond of water, we observe that, from ~he point
of immersion or first contact, the water ISthrown
into a number of waves 01' undulations, which
gradually extend them~elves in concentric cir-
cles to a considerable distance, when on the par-
ticles ceasinz to communicate their motion to
the particles

b
next then~, the undulations cease,

and all becomes tranquil as at first. These l~n-
dulations take place in consequence of water, like
all other fluids consisting of particles which are
easily displaced, and therefore. re~dily suscepti-
ble of motion, and of propagatmg It.

Air is a fluid also which is alike susceptible
of undulatory motions, and which are .very
readily excited .. Any b?dy capable of a vibra-
tory motion of Its particles, whe.n these have
. been excited, is capable of ca';lsmg t~'eI?ulous
motions in the contiguous particles of air, and
which are propagated from particle to particle.
These tremors are gradually extended through
the air and ultimately reaching the ear of the
hearer: produce the effect which we ter~ sound,
and the transmission of the consequent Impres-
sion to the sensorium gives rise to what we term
hearing.

13

That the undulatory or vibratory motions of
the air are the medium of sound may be evi-
denced in a variety of ways. vVe well know
that the propagation of sound is much influenced
by the state of the atmosphere; thus, in very
dense or thick fogs, in which case the tremors
are neither easily excited nor propagated hear-
ing, if not wholly prevented, is at le~st re:ldered
very imperfect, or dull as it is termed and this. ,
WIthout any natural defect, or morbid condition
of the organ. In the winter fogs, in London. db'carnages ~n other vehicles make no noise, and
hence accidents often occur; sight and hearing,
th?se two essentials to the preventing collision,
bemg rendered wholly useless or inert. It is a
matter of record, and indeed I have been in-
formed of the same by those who have been pre-
sent, that the fogs on the banks of Newfound-
land are so intense, that the senses of sight and
hearing become wholly useless, neither of which
ca?- ~e exer~ised; and that the discharge of a
ship s gun WIll be scarcely sensible or audible at
a few yards distance.

We may, however, prove the necessity of air
to the. propagation of sound by a very simple
experrment. Sound, as we have already stated,
depends upon the vibratory motions excited be-
tween the particles of sounding bodies, being
propagated through the atmosphere. Thus if
,:e pup ~he string of.a lyre, we perceive a '~e-
rres ot vibrations continue for a time and hear-
ing is the effect. In like manner' when the. ,
tongue IS struck against the sides of a bell, the
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particles of metal are thrown into vibrato,ry
motions' these are' communicated to the cir-
cumam bient ail' and transmitted to the organ
of hearing, produce 'the sensation. ,Th.at this
is a correct view will appeal' by mstltutl~g the
following experiment :-:-if a small 1;>ellbe mtro-
duced under the receiver of an air-pump, the
sounds ofthe bell will be audible upon moving the
bell, so that the tongue may st~'ike upon th~ edge
of the bell. If,while continuing the motions of
the tongue, we comme~ce working the pump,
and exhausting the receiver placed on the trans-
fer-plate of the PU~I1"p,the so~n,ds of the bell will
gradually become fainter an~ famt~r ~s ,the quan-
tity of ail' within the receiver dilllll~lshes, and
when the rarefaction has been carried to the
fullest extent the strokes of the tongue become
wholly inaudible. Now, the vibrations excited
by the strokes of the tong~e upon the edge ?f
the bell, take place as well in the exhausted a~ III

the full receiver, but they produce no sensible
effect in the former case, the exhausted receiver
-because the propagating medium, the atmos-
pheric air, has been withdrawn. I~ woul~ ~e
inconsistent with the purpose and objects of this
treatise to enter more deeply into the nature and
theory of sound. Enough has been stated. to
enable us to understand, after the mechanism
of the ear has been explained, how the impres-
sions are conveyed to this organ, and through
it transmitted to the sensorium, so as to excite
the sense of hearing.

I
~

CHAP. II.

OF THE EAR.

THE Ear is the organ through which the im-
pressions, termed sounds, are transmitted to the
sensorium. It is a very complicated piece of
mechanism, and one which it is by no means
easy to understand, much less to explain. All
animals, at least those of the higher ranks, are
endowed with organs of hearing. It is much
more perfect in some animals than in others;
or, at all events, the sensibility or acuteness of
the organ is much more exquisite in some than
in others: ,Indeed, n~ture seems to have adapted
the sensitive faculties, and to have modelled
them, in complete subserviency to the purposes
a~~ pur~uits of the animal. The ear may be
divided mto the external ear, the cavity of the
tympanum, or tympanum as it is more commonly
named; and the internal, or labYTirttlz.

Section 1.

EXTEHNAL EAR.

The external ear is formed of an elastic car-
tilage, covered with very thin integuments.
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When observed, the surface appears extremely
irregular, in consequence of presenting a num-
ber of sinuosities, yet such that they gradually
lead into each other, and finally into the im-
mediate opening into the ear, termed concha.
Quadrupeds have the power of moving the ex-
ternal ear, and with great latitude of motion, not
only to collect a greater quantity of sound, but
also to judge in some degree of its direction.
When the cartilages have been stripped of their
tegumentary coverings, the following parts may
be noted:-

1. Helix: which is the outer margin, the edge
of which being, as it were, turned over, forms
what is named caoitas innominata.

2. Anti-helix: This is a very prominent part,
and somewhat of a triangular shape, and is situ-
ated within the outer margin.

3. Scapha: a depression on the anterior part
of the anti-helix.

4. Tragus.

5. Anti-tragus: two prominent points which,
approximating, form the margin or boundary of
the great cavity of the ear.

6. Concha: This is the great cavity or open-
ing, somewhat like a trumpet, to the meatus
auditorius externus.

17

. 7, L~be: This is the pendulous part which is
pierced in women for ear-rings.

8. llfeatus auditorius eaiternus, is the tube or
passage leading into the tympanum. This tube
IS m.par,t bony, in part cartilaginous,-the outer
portion IS almost three quarters of an inch in
length, cartilaginous, and fissured' the internal
portion is bony. '

The cuticle which covers the inside of the
tube is very fine and delicate, and a number ot
hairs project from it, and extend across the pas-
sage. Underneath this skin we find a number
of smal~ glands, named glandula! ceruminosa';
and which pour their secretion into the tube'
this is what is termed the wax of the ear. Thi~
~ecret:ion, with the wax, defends the passage
from mS,~cts. ,The,whol~ passage has a some-
what oblique direction : It first passes upwards
and forwa,rds, and then, making a slight curve,
descends mto the membrana tympani.

The tympanum or middle cavity, is the next
part for consideration, This portion is lodged
m bone-mdeed, the most important part of
the, organ beinl; contained in the temporal-bono,
ThIS bone conslst~ of three pcrtions.c-sths squa-
mous, the mastoid, and the petrous portions.
The two latt,er may ?e considered as essentially
connected WIth hearmg, masmuch as they give
lodgment to the. different portions of the organ.
The tympanum IS that portion which is con-
tamed between the meatus auditorius externus
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of the temporal bone, and the membrana tym-
pani, which separates the external ear from the
tympanum.

Section 2.

OF THE TYMPANUM.

The tympanum is used to express not only
that membrane which forms what is named the
drum of the ear, but also a cavity which is
found within the drum, or between this drum
and the labyrinth, in anatomical works termed
the internal ear. To the meatus auditorius
externus of the temporal bone is attached the
membrana tympani, somewhat cf .a~ oval f~rm,
and which may be seen m the living subject,
by stretching the opening externally. It ~as a
shining tendinous appearance, and looks like a
membrane, and seems tense, and drawn some-
what inwards, like a funnel, by the malleus
which is attached to its centre.

The cavity of the tympanum is very ~rregular,
it does not contain a fluid as the labyrmth does,
and it communicates with the external air
through the eustachian tube, which leads into
the fauces. It likewise communicates poste-
riorly with the cells of the mastoid process. This
irregular cavity also contains the foramen ovale
and the foramen rotundum. Foramen Ovale,-
named also fenestra ovalis, is situated in the
bottom of a deep fissure. It leads into the ves-
tibule which is the central cavity ofthe labyrinth.

t
\ ;
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Foramen Rotl(~d'll1n, is more trregular than
the oval ~ole ; It does not lead into the vesti-
bule, but mto one of the scalce of the cochlea.

Eustachian Tube, termed, also, Iter a Palata
ad aurem," goes forwards from the cavity of the
tympanum, and opens behind the palate. As it
ap,proaches the palate, it widens into somewhat
at a trumpet shape.. This communication ap-
pea!s to be to admit the access of air to the
cavity of the tympanum, so as to preserve the
due balance bet~een the atmospheric pressures,
and allow sufficient freedom of motion to the
tympanum.

We find four moveable bones in the tympa-
n~m ; they are named the malleus, incus, os 01'-

bzcu,[a!'e, and stapes, names very characteristic
o~their forn,land fig~re. They are all connected
either by dll:ect or intermediate articulations.
They tr.ansmit t.he vibrations of the membrana
t;ympam to.the foramen ovale, while at the same
tIme.'by theIrpeculiarme.chanism ,they strengthen
the Impulse, or rather, increase the intensity.

The Malleus, th~ first ofthese bones, has some-
wh~t the shape of a hammer or mallet. It is
articulated by means of the head with the incus.

Incus: so named from its supposed resem-
blance to a smith's anvil. It has a depression

'" Passage from the palate to the ear.
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on its body, in which the head of the ITlal~eusis
lodged. Its shorter process a~d body lies on
the margin of the circular ~pen.mg of the tym-
panum, and the acute portion IS turned back-
wards, into the opening, to the mastoid cells.
The long leg of the incus. hang~ d?wn freely
into the tympanum, and to ItS point IS attached
the orbicular bone.

o, Orbiculare is a very small round b~n.e, in-
deed the smallest bone in the body. I~ IS t~e
medium by which the long end of the incus IS
articulated with the stapes.

Stapes: so named from its very close re~em-
blance to a stirrup-iron.. The small hea~ IS aI:-
ticulated with the os orbiculare. From thI~ pa~t
it is arched like a stirrup. The base" whlC.h IS
exactly like the same part of a stirrup-iron
upon which the foot rests, is attached to the
membrane spread over the foramen. ovale.
These bones also have !iluscl~s attached to them
to guide and direct their motions,

Section 3.

OF THE TR.UE INTERNAL EAR, OR LABYRINTH.

The labyrinth is co?,sidered as the intern~l •
ear and it is the most Important part of the 01-

ga~ for in this part resides the se~se or facu~ty
of hearing. It consists of the vestibule or mid-

..
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dle cavity of the semi-circular canals and of the
cochlea.

The Vestibule is of an oval figure, and about a
line and a half in diameter. It has two very
remarkable depressions, and a number of pores
or small holes by which it opens into the con-
tiguous cavities. It has also a number of still
smaller ones for giving passage to that portion
of the nerve which is distributed in the sacs
which it contains. In the living subject these
membranous little sacs are filled with a fluid,
and the nerve is expanded over them. The for-
amen ovale, over which the stapes is placed,
transmit the vibrations to the vestibule, for this
foramen opens directly into the vestibule, and
consequently through the vestibule alone the
vibrations of the bones in the tympanum can
extend to the other parts of the labyrinth.

Semi-circular Canals are three in number-
one superior or 'vertical, one exterior or horizon-
tal, and another posterior or oblique. These
canals are formed of very hard and very brittle
bone. Their calibre is extremely small, so as
not to admit a pin-head. They describe some-
what more than a semi-circle. _

Cochlea: This is the third division of the
labyrinth. It has obtained its name from its re-
sem blance to a snail's shell. It would be im-
possible to give any thing like a correct idea of
the cochlea by mere verbal description; so intri-
cate a piece of mechanism does it seem to be.
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It contains what is termed lamina spiralis. This
spiral partition runs in such a manner in the
spiral tube of the cochlea, as to divide it through-
out its whole length, and thus forms, in the liv-
ing state, two distinct tubes. These tubes are
named Scala! Cochlce,and, in fact, communicate
or run into each other at the apex of the cochlea.
At the base, however, one runs into the vesti-
bule, and the other opens, by the foramen ro-
tundum, into the tympanum.

Modiolus is a kind of pillar, which is a sort of
centre of the circumvolutions of the seals», It
is spongy in its n~ture, and the ~erves :,re ,trans-
mitted through It to the lamma spiralis and
cochlea.

Towards the apex of the cochlea, the modiolus
opens in somewhat of a funnel shape, and when
the cupola, which is the outward shell of the
apex of the cochlea, is removed, we can see into
the funnel-shaped expansion of the modiolus,
and which is therefore named the infundibulum.

The scales, or divisions of the spiral tube of
the cochlea, communicate, at their smaller ex-
tremities, in the infundibulum; and as by their
larger extremities, the one opens into the tym-
panum, and the other into the vestibule, the
vibratory motions, which are communicated
through the cochlea, must pass either from the
tympanum into the foramen rotundum, circulate
round the modiolus, thence pass into the lesser ex-
tremity of the scalee of the vestibule, in the infun
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dibulum, an~ through it towards the base of the
cochlea, m~tll they reach the vestibule; or the
must pas~ mt? the scala of the tympanum froJ:
scala vestibuli, Scarpa is of the first opinion'
bu~ there are others who maintain that the oscil~
latlO,ns of sound are transmitted first into th
vestibule, and thence round both the " e
1 sermcrrou,
ar canals and cochlea.

!he labyrint~ is su~p~ied. internally with a
pell.osteum, which, by injection, is shown to be
extremely vascular. Thus, a considerable num-
ber of vessels are seen distributed over the vesti-
bule, and comparatively very large branches are
seen traversm~ t,he semi-circular canals. In the
coch~ea also, distinct ramifications of the vessels
archhmg up from the root of the lamina spiralis'
on t e soalas, may be observed. '

Mer~tus Auditorius Internus, is a hole on the
posterior surface of the petrous portion of th
~emporal bone. It is a kind of tube, smooth a~
ItS.edge, anc;lrounded off, as it were; it enlarges
as It passes, inwards, and terminates in two deep
fossce: or pits, separated, as it were, by a kind
of spme.. The fossee are perforated b small
r~es~ which l~ad into the three division; of the
a yrmth; while t~ere is a larger hole or openin
between ,the styloid and mastoid process whic~
grves exit to that division of the nerve which
passes ~hrough the cavities of the temporal bone
to ~meIg~ upon the face. The course throu h
which this nerve passes is named the aqueduct~f
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Fallopius; the other foramen in the pit is termed
the macula cTib1'osa vestibuli.

Section 4.

OF THE AUDITORY NERVE.

The very intricate and elaborate piece of me-
chanism which we have just described, is intend-
ed for the proper distribution of the delicate fila-
ments and expansions of the auditory nerve, and
to ensure the proper impressions from the vibra-
tions excited by sonorous bodies. The auditory
nerve is generally considered as consisting of
two nerves, comprehended under the name" se- .
venth pair." One portion, named" portio dura,"
is destined for the supply of the face and con-
tiguous parts; the other, termed" portio mollis,"
is the true auditory nerve. The portio mollis is
observed arising, by numerous delicate stria?,
from the calamus sCTiptorius, in the fourth ven-
tricle, and the processus a cerebello ad testes;
while the portio dura, or facial, arises from the
posterior part of the pons varo1ii. The portio'
mollis is the posterior and larger portion, and
it forms a kind of groove or sulcus, into which
the portio dura is received. They pass together
outwards, towards the temporal bone, and enter
the meatus auditorius internus on the posterior
part of the petrous portion of this bone. The
portio dura passes through the aqueduct ,of Fal-
lopius, and comes out at the stylo-mastOld fora-
men, behind the ear, and is distributed to the
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face. But the porti 11'
nearly equ~l division~ rr;,~ IS separ~tes into two
cochlea, the vestib l' d be d,lst~Ibuted to the
The fascicu~i whic~ i:~ot~~;~~~~~~~lar canals,
more conspICUOUS Th e, are the
the minute forami~la in tehenervetPassebs through, mea us' ut b c
passmg the foramina th £ ' 1:' erore
of their sheaths or ~o t~ aSCICU~ are deprived
softer or more delicatea tmgts, an become of ahi ex ure and as
w Iter colour. The th b' sume a
sub-divided b h y, en ecome much more

eli
' , Y t e mmute branchinzs and b
VISIOnsof th 11 forami 0 su -

they cannot beet~:~d .oramma, so much ~o, that
expanded in the form 'f but ~~ey are ultimately
substance upon the 0 a w h1ltlsh, pulpy -looking

, sacs am ampull Thi
not, however, a real pulp' but th fil <B. IS IS
come so fine and d 1" ' e aments be-
tinguished from : lCatt, that they canr~ot be dis-
Their distributio lPu p by ~he unassisted eye., n, rowever IS so m]
tensive, and so delicate' mute, so ex-
verbal description. ' as to baffie any effort at



CHAP. III.

PHILOSOPHY OR PHYSIOLOGY OF HEARING.

"VE now come to consider the manner in which
the various parts of the mechanism, which we
have been just considering, perform their func-
tions and excite the sense of hearing . We have
already shown, that sonorous bodies produce cer-
tain oscillations or undulations in the air. These
vibrations are collected, as it were, by the exter-
nal cartilaginous ear, and by both meatus of it.
These parts convey them to the tympanum.
Externally, the trumpet-like tube a~ready men-
tioned collects and conveys the vibrations to
the tympanum. Behin~l this me~brane th~re
is also as already explamed, a cavity contam-
ing ai;, to allow a free vibratorr n~otion to the
membrane of the tympanum. If this passage be
stopped by great swelling or adhesion of th~ ~u-
stachian tube, as from ulceration, the elasticity
of the confined air being greatly reduced, the
vibrations of the membrane are thence impeded,
and a corresponding degree of deafness is the
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consequence. The vibrations, as they pass to the
membrane, are increased, or rendered more in-
tense, and hence strike the mem brane of the tym-
panum with greater force. This membrane, thus
excited and vibrating, communicates its motion
to the malleus which is attached toit : the malleus
thus moved, immediately strikes the incus with
which it is articulated, while the muscles of the
malleus itself assists in effecting the necessary
motions. The incus again communicates its mo-
tions to the os orbiculare and stapes. This bone
is so drawn, as well by this motion as by the ac-
tions of its own muscles, as that the posterior
part of its base is driven into the foramen ovale;"
and even the vestibule itself. But, further, the
vibrations of the membrana tympani are at the
same time communicated to the air and carried
through the eustachian tube, to the tympanum.
This air, thus vibrating, strikes upon the mem-
brane of the foramen rotundum.] where they
reach the labyrinth, or internal ear, the imme-
diate seat of the sense. We have already shown,
that this part is lined throughout with a very
soft, delicate, and sensitive nervous membrane.
This part is filled with a very fine and pellucid
fluid, and which is much better adapted to re-
ceive and communicate tremors, than even air;
for inelastic mediums communicate oscillations
or vibratory motions much more readily and per-
fectly than elastic ones: for elastic mediums
may be compressed by concussions, but inelastic

* Sometimes named "Fenestra ovalis."
t Sorneimes " Fene.tm rotunda."
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ones, being incapable of compression, transmit
perfectly every degree of motion communicated
~them. .

Thus, then, we find that the vibratory motions
of the air are transmitted to the labyrinth in a
twofold manner, and being communicated to
the fluid within, are thus extended to the ner-
vous expansion, or rather to the filaments of the
auditory nerve expanded upon this cavity, and
hearing is produced. Now, we have shown that
there are a number of very delicate parts in the
ear, all contributing in some degree to form this
complicated piece of mechanism, and that each
of these parts has its own peculiar actions or
functions to perform. That these parts be in a
proper or natural condition is essential to the
perfect exercise of their functions; if not some
defect, to a greater or less extent, must be the
consequence. We have seen a .fluid essential to
one portion: in another we see a constant secre-
tion of mucus, of cerumen, &c., to preserve that
condition essential to the due exercise of function.
Indeed throughout the whole animal body a moist
or lubricated condition of the different parts seems
a necessary condition to their healthy action.
Thus we find all the cavities either exhaling a
serous fluid, or exuding a mucous fluid, by which
thenecessary pliability is preserved and rigidity
prevented. To prevent the consequences of
attrition of the hard parts, and preserve the
functional condition, we find synovia separated
by the synovial membranes. Indeed, without
this moist and pliable condition of the mern-
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branes and other soft parts, function would be
completely arrested. Let an y one examine a dried
preparation, whether of the ear or any other
organ-the lung, heart, or any muscles-con-
trast the motions performed by these parts in
their lubricated state, with the capabilities of
similar actions in the dried and rigid state, and
no further proof will be required ofthe necessity
of lubrication. We may therefore conclude,
that in order to hearing, not only is a healthy
structure necessary, but that this anatomical
condition be assisted by the due degree of mois-
ture and lubrication of the structures, and that
any defect in the secretions will render even the
most perfect anatomical apparatus, to a corres-
ponding extent, inadequate to the performance
of those functions allotted to them in the grand
cale of the animal economy.



CHAP. IV.

OF DEAFNESS.

To define deafness, were it even a matter of
no great difficulty, seems almost useless as
nothing can be more intelligible or better' un-
derstood than the abstract notion conveyed by
the term" deafness." Deafness in a word is
an incapability, from some defect in the organ
of hea~'mg,of conveying the impressions to the
sensonum necessary to the sense of hearing.
To attempt, th.erefore,to explain this matter by
symptoms,&c.In the samemanner aswedescribe
other diseases, would be absurd, for it would
~m.ount ~onothing more than that the patient
IS insensible to those motions which produce
the phenomena of sound. To assert, however
that there are no varieties, or degrees of deaf-
ness, depending upon the different causes-al-
though I think I shall showthat these are much
more limited in extent than usually imazined-e-
would be to deny facts which have be~n esta-
blished by undoubted observation. We shall,
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therefore, say but little upon deafness in the
abstract, but direct our attention to the causes,
anatomical conditions,but most especiallyof all,
to the pathology of deafness; and we shall en-
deavour so to arrange the observationswe shall
have to make, as to bring them as much as pos-
sible under their respective heads.

Section 1.

OF THE CAUSES OF DEAFNESS.

The causes of deafness may be considered as
of two kinds; and as these are practical divi-
sions, they will be foundmore serviceable than
more technical divisions. The division, there-
fore, which I shall make of the causes will be
into functional and organic-more intelligible,
.perhaps, to the general reader, by the term
curable and incurable.

Organic 01' Incurable Causes of Deafness.
The organic causesmay exist in the anatomical
structure of the ear itself, rendering it incapa-
ble of receivingor transmitting the impulses; or
they may exist in the brain, or in some portion
of the nerve, previous to its distribution in the
labyrinth. The organic diseasesof the ear may
consist in an obliteration of one or more of the
openings, in consequence of inflammation, ul-
ceration, and subsequentcicatrization, by which
access is not permitted to the sonorous oscilla-
tions, and consequently the sensitive impulses
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c~n neither be made nor conveyed. It is ob-
VlOUSthat serious obliterations of this sort are be-
yond the reach of art. Likewise, affections of that
part of the brain which is the seat of the sense,
either from tumours of the nedullary structure
itself, or from pressure arising from inordinate
growth of other parts, will be an organic cause
equally beyond the reach of art. Indeed, affec-
tions of the brain generally may involve, not
only the sense of hearing, but likewise the other
senses ;--thus, for example, apoplexy, and other
similar morbid conditions, will destroy not only
hearing, but all the other senses, and if incur-
able, the privation of sense depending upon it
will prove alike intractable. A'paralytic con-
dition of the portio mollis, or acoustic nerve,
either from pressure by tumours, or other irregu-
lar growths, may prove an mcurable cause of
deafness, because the morbid condition is itself
irremediable, or placed beyond the reach of our
means. Likewise ulcerated conditions of the
nerve; also a paralytic state unaccompanied by
any recognisahle morbid condition, as not un-
frequently occurs in the nervous tissues, may be
set down as incurable causes of deafness, when
depending upon the conditions which, either we
do not understand, or are placed beyond the
reach of our means of relief.

But although I have enumerated these seve-
ral incurable conditions, yet, I believe deaf-
ness depending upon such conditions is ex-
tremely rare. From very extensive experience,
I can safely assert this-at least, though en-
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gaged for a considerable time: andjn conse-
q.uence of having devoted myself aInU{ e~clu-
sively to the treatment of this affection, many
hundrsds ! thousands! have fallen under my re-
View, I have not met with more than five cases"
which have resisted the means if cure which I
have employed. Therefore, I can regard only
the failures as depending upon incurable con-
ditions; and some even of these, as they
occurr.ed at an earlier period of turning my
attention to the malady, perhaps my more
lengthened experience, and more matured judg-
ment, would prove to have been less hopeless
than I at first imagined. Having now con-
sidered at sufficient length the incurable causes,
I shall now turn to the more grateful task of
considering those causes which medical art can
relieve.

Functional Causes 1)/ Deafness and Patho-
lOgt.l: The exciting causes of deafness operate
by producing a condition of one, or more, of the
parts concerned in the function of hearing, which
renders them unfitted for the due exercise of their
resvective functions. In proportion as the ope-
ration of these causes is extended, or in other
words, in proportion to the number and im-
portance of the parts affected, will the conse-
quent deafness be total, or partial, and the hear-
ing be either wholly suspended, or rendered
more dull and obtuse.-

* One at this time is considerably improved, and the others
are in a fair way of getting well.

I
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" Obtunditur vel plane aboletur hic sensus,
ita ut eeger vel graviter audiat, vel omnino
surdus fiat, similibus fere causis et gradu tan tum
seu magnitudine diversis; et imprimis a defectu
auriculrc externee, aut meatu vel altero, vel utro-
que, muco, cerumine pure, rebus externis,
obstructo; ejusque concretione, qualis post sup-
purationem, nornunquam post cariolam, ob.
servata est; vel propter membranam tympani
rigidam factam, aut relaxatam, aut erosam,
aut ruptam ; vel tympanum ipsum, vel tubam
Eustachianam aliquo modo obstructam; vel
propter ossiculorum, aut membranarum, aut
musculorum aliquem labyrinthi ipsius, con-
cretione, spasmo, paralysi,* torpore affectum;

'" This sense is either blunted or totally destroyed, so
that the patient either hears imperfectly or becomes to-
tally deaf; commonly from similar causes, differing only
in degree or extent; and first from a defect of the exter-
nal ear, or either one or both meatus, plugged with mu-
cus, wax, pus,. or foreign substances; and the growing
together of its parts, such as takes place after suppura,
tion, and sometimes after small-pox; or from the mem-
brana tympani becoming stijf' and rigid, or relaxed, or
corroded, or finally ruptured; or the tympanum itself,
or eustachian tube, being in some way obstructed: or
some of the little bones, or the membranes, or some of
the muscles of the labyrinth itself, affected in some way
by morbid growth, spasm, paralysis, torpidity,-and
lastly, through various diseases of the brain and of the
nerves; the structure of the organ itself remaining per-
fect. Hence, deafness is frequently a disease of the
nervous system, attacking suddenly, and disappearing:
spontaneously. Hence, also, it is frequent am@ng old
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et denique propter varia cerebri nervorunique
vitia, salva omnino ipsius organi fabrica._
Hinc scepe morbus neroosi rj,'entris. surditas,
subito invadens et spoute decedens. - Hinc
quoque senibus familiaris, quibus omnes partes
solidm rigent, omnes nervosce minus sen-
tiunt.

Thus we find, that the causes of deafness operate
byexciting the parts in such a way that their func-
tions become impeded, prevented, or only sus-
pended. By function, here, I am not to be con-
sidered as confining myself to those motions
which the individual parts respectively con-
tribute to effect hearing, but as extending the
term to the functions of their vessels, or, at
least, the secretive ones, whereby the individual
parts are preserved in a moist and sufficiently
lubricated state; for should they become dry
or flaccid, or, on the other hand, too stiff
and rigid, they will be equally incapable of
?ontributing their quota to the sense of hear-
mg.

It has been already shown, that a due degree
of moisture with some fluid, of whatever nature
it may be, is essential to the preservation of the
different parts in an efficient condition. By

people, in whom all the solid parts become stijf' and rigid,
and all the nervous parts less sentient.-Con~. Med
Theor. Jacob Gregory, pp. 67, 68.
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what means is this moisture evolved? This
takes place through the vessels of the part itself,
which, in a healthy state, exude a moisture
suited to lubrication, or, at all events, adapted
to the preserving it in a suitable condition for
performing its functions. Various causes, how-
ever, will so disturb these vascular actions, that
either they will not secrete at all, or not secrete
in the due proportion; or they will pour out a
morbid and unhealthy secretion, either unfitted
from the first for its intended purpose, or of so
degenerate a character, that it speedily under-
goes changes which wholly unfit it for the in-
tended objects. Such a condition of the secret-
ing vessels will, not perhaps directly, but will
indirectly, so far alter the organization or me-
chanism of a structure,as that it will answer but
very imperfectly the purposes of the economy.
Now, that such changes or morbid actions take
place, in the vessels of the different tissues, as
will render them unfit for their office, there is
abundant proof.

Thus we see thickening, dryness, preternatural
laxity or rigidity of the structures. Now, a de-
pravedorsuspended actionofthe vessels may ori-
ginate in two ways, either such a degree of in-
flammatory action may be induced as totally to
SUpplCSSor pervert the secretive functions, and
give rise to a morbid secretion, which, rapidly
undergoing morbid changes, thickens, hardens,
and ultimately becoming like a foreign body,
irritates the secreting surface, and suspends fur-
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ther secretion. These are very frequently the
causes of deafness, remediable indeed, but if
misunderstood or neglected, lay the foundation
of more obstinate and intractable disease. As
an illustration of the effects of excessive action
or irritation, I may mention the following, com-
municated to me by the individual himself:

Case.

It is that of an officer of artillery in the Bri-
tish service who, during the peninsular war, was
attached to a portion of that corps which was
engaged, almost every day in succession, with
the enemy, for a considerable period. He was
close to the guns during the firing, which gene-
rally lasted, with but short intermissions, for
the whole day. The noise was extremely shrill
and sharp, and of a ringing description, such as
is well known to those who have been habitu-
ated to the firing of brass guns. The result
was, that he became nearly completely deaf on
one side, and very dull of hearing on the other.
He so remained for a long time, without the
cause being discovered, when a sort of itching,
at times very disagreeable and almost insuffer-
able, took place. On examining the ear in which
this feeling was most troublesome, a something
'of a darkish appearance presented itself, and,
by means of a forceps, was at last drawn out
through the external opening. The effect he
described as like a clap of thunder, with a loud
reverberating noise, which soon died away, when
the deafness was found to be no way relieved;
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for a time no secretion appeared, the deafness
still continued; and then he was advised to use
a syringe, and have the part frequently syringed
with a solution of soap in warm water, and a
few drops of a thin emulsion of almond oil, with
liquor potassai, was dropped in. In less than a
week the hearing was completely restored, and
has remained perfect ever since.

Now, if we examine this case attentively, I
think we shall be borne out in the following
conclusions: the constant exposure to a shrill
and grating noise acted as a stimulus to the se-
cretin:- vessels of the part, excited them to more
vigoro~s action, and increased- secretion was
the effect; morbid soon succeeded to increased
action, and unhealthy secretion was the result.
On examining the substance which was ex-
tracted it was found to be very hard and bulky,
somewhat larger than a large nut in size, and of
a dark, or rather black appearance. That it
principally consisted of hardened wax there can
be little doubt, and this, propably, intermixed
with blood, and which might have given rise to
the dark or blackish appearance. The indu-
rated state of the accumulated mass produced
irritation of the parts, and, consequently, a sus-
pension of the secreting powers of the vessels.
When the foreign substance, as it were, was ex-
tracted, owing to the dry condition of the parts
from the suspension of the secretions, sound was
inaudible-if we except the effect from merely
the sudden rush of air into the auditory passage,
and the violent impulse upon the tympanum. I

I
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This deafness continued for some time, even
after the mechanical obstruction was removed;
nor was the faculty restored till means were
adopted which restored the due moisture of the
part by a recall of the secreting powers. There-
fore we may conclude, that the mechanical plug-
ging up by the indurated wax, was not the effi-
cient cause of deafness in this instance, because
the hearing was not restored on the removal of
the indurated obstruction; but that the sup-
pression of the secretion, and the consequent
dryness of the structures, was the real and ope-
rative cause, appears from the recovery of the
hearing on the secretive powers, and natural
lubrication of the parts, being restored. Many
other cases of a similar description might be
adduced in proof of the correctness of the above
views.

It has been a matter of discussion which part
of the ear is the seat of deafness, or, in other
words, in which portion-the external or inter-
nal ear-is that morbid condition which pro-
duces deafness. It is not easy to decide the
condition of the internal ear; but there can be
little doubt that the external ear, and the tym-
panum, are often the seat of that dry morbid con-
dition to which we have attributed deafness.
Every day's observation more and more con-
vinces me of the correctness of this view, and
a practice founded upon it has been, in my
hands at least, eminently successful. When we
look into the ear of a deaf person, frequently it
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is possible to see the tympanum, shinin.g indeed,
but dry and rigid-looking .. There will .be no
indurated wax-no mechamcal obstruction to
the free ingress of the external air, whether still
or oscillating, calm or vibrating; yet, no sound
is audible. Weperceive, on examination, an
unnatural dryness of the parts, and upon inquiry
we find, that the natural secretions have been
arrested' and this is observable in the external
ear, and.Tor the most part, confined to this por-
tion. Frequently, however, the tympanum, that
is, its cavity, is similarly affected, and. a p~eter-
natural deficiency of the usual secretion IS the
consequence; of course ccet, par. the more ext~n-
sively the different parts of the organ are in-
volved, the greater will be the degree of deaf-
ness.

It. may, however, be a matter of question,
how far the internal ear is the seat of any such
morbid action. We have no very easy means
of ascertaining this point. The deeply-seated
situation of this portion of the apparatus, the
hard stony bone in w~i~h it is lodge?, and the
obstacles to the exammmg such delicate parts
so difficult of access, have left us but little on
record,-at least of any very great value: Yet
there can be but little doubt, that the different
parts which constitute the internal ~ar are li~e
all the other animal, structures, subject to dis-
ease' from which, indeed, none are exempt.
In a' person deaf from birth Mr. Cline found
the whole labyrinth filled with a substance
somewhat like cheese.
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It will be recollected, that the portio mollis
of the seventh pair, or the auditory J.1e~·ve,~s
distributed to the internal ear, and that It IS this
nerve which has the faculty of communicating
sounds to the sensorium. We have seen also,
that this part is filled with a thin watery, some-
what pellucid, fluid. Hence the parts are kept
constantly moist and lubricated, and fitte~ for
their functions. Now this secretion may either
be suspended, or morbidly altered .in quality, as
in the instance related by Mr. Cline, If suc~
a condition takes place, it is evident that dea.£-
ness, proportioned to the degree of m~rbld
change in the parts, would be the result, mas-
much as the perfection of this cavity, aJ.1d ~he
due exercise of its functions, are essential, m-
deed especially essential; to hearing; but that
these changes are much less frequent than those
previously mentioned as affecting the external
ear, I am well assured. I by no means deny that
slight changes, the result ~f that sympathy
which exists between all contiguous parts, more
especially the contiguous parts of the same or-
gan, may, and very often do happe~; but that
the complete obliteration of the cav~ty, or that
the condition mentioned by Mr. Cline, almost
parallel to it rarely occurs as the cause of deaf-
ness, I am' fully persuaded; indeed, if such
conditions occur, they must be more under the
control of art than is usually admitted. That
inspissation of the fluid of the labyrinth may
occur and does occur, in a tolerably large pro-
portion of cases, I will re!1?ily admit; . but we
know that as morbid conditions may arise from, .
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the sympathy of parts, so restoration to health
may be effected through the same means.

The diseased conditions of the labyrinth are
very frequently, if not mostly, induced by sym-
pathy with the external ear, f?r the. disease cer-
tainly seems to commence m this part, a~d
whatever will restore the external ear to ItS
healthy state will have a corresponding effect
upon the labyrinth. Thus, then, we see. that
our efforts and general attention must, II?-.all
cases of deafness, be directed to the condition
of the external ear; and even although the
causes should be more deeply seated, yet w.e
must look to the external ear as the only medi-
um through which we can act on the dis?~dered
portion, so as to restore its healthy condition.

J am most anxious to establish this point b~-
cause, on an examination of the external ear .m
cases of deafness, if there be no apparent dis-
ease no deviation from an apparent healthy
condition of the parts, it is too apt to be con-
cluded that the deafness is organic,-that the
causes are situated beyond our reach, and t~e
unfortunate victim is tamely surrendered to his
fate without even an effort for his r&ue. I
have had numerous instances of this desCription
come before me, and patients who had been re-
signed for years to their miseries, as hopeless
cases of incurable deafness, have, to my v.ery
great satisfaction, and their own inexpressible
delight, been restored to perfect ~earm~ m a
comparatively very short space of time, without
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any pain, or the slightest inconvenience. How
often have the miserable victims of deafness
been subjected to painful, nay, the most painful
operations? How often has the tympanum been
punctured-even broken down, lacerated, and
torn to pieces by instruments, with a view to
restore the lost sense of hearing? These are
painful operations, and never necessary; nor are
they instituted upon any rational principle. Na-
ture has given us an organ of hearing most
curiously constructed, most delicately rorme~,
and of which the tympanum forms no mconsi-
derable part; can it be imagined that this deli-
cate, curiously-constructed membrane, &0 perf~ct
in its structure, so well fitted and adapted for ItS
purposes in the economy of hearing, was formed
for mere laceration by the stiletto of the aurist ?
or that its utility to the sense is so trifling and
unimportant, that its destruction may be effected
with impunity, and that its presence or absence
is a matter of no moment? Further, the de-
struction or perforation of this membrane is an
operation not wholly free from danger, and loss
of life even has followed the attempt to destroy
the tympanum :-when less fatal effects have
resulted from such coarse and violent attempts,
inflammation, suppuration, and ulceration of the
internal parts of the ear, which both patient and
operator have had to lament.

When deafness proceeds from an, inspissation
or thickening of the fluid! in ,the ,labyrinth, the'
due spissitude may, in most instances, be re-
stored, by the introduction of appropriate re-
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medies into the external ear. These ar~ such as
promote a healthy and sufficient sec.retlOn from
the external portion, and, when this has been
once established, it will not be long befo~e the
healthy condition extends itself to the m.ter-
nal portion. We shall now proceed to consider
the means of treating deafness.

I i'

(l.r ((

!.

CHAP. V.

OF THE TREATMENT OF DEAFXESS.

HA VING in the former chapters examined at
considerable length the anatomy of the ear, and
physiology of hearing, &c., we are now prepared
to enter upon the treatment of this distressing
affliction. We have already stated that there
exists a sympathy between all the parts of the
human body, through which they reciprocally
involve each other in their diseases. Hence,
the first inquiry must be into the general state
of health, to ascertain whether any irregularity
of this sort can be, though remotely, the cause
of the deafness. Thus deafness has been known
to originate from the various passions of the
mind, especially if of a vehement character. It
has also arisen from morbid affections or irrita-
ble states of the stomach, from rheumatic af-
fections of the head, worms, and the various
other diseases of the chylopoietic viscera. These
causes act sympathetically by inducing a slight
morbid action in one or more of the parts of the
ear. When recent, and not, as it were, as yet
rooted, both the original disease, and the deaf-
ness, the consequence of it, are, for the most
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part, easily remedie<;l. In ,such cases, the curing
of the visceral affection Will, for the most part,
be followed by the cur~ of the ~eafn~ss; or, at
all events, this latter WIll speedily grve way on
the adoption of prop~r m~ans. These means
will, of course, be noticed in a subsequent part
of this chapter.

Section 1.

OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL MEANS.

Those who have read the ver~ valuable ob-
servations upon the constitutional origin and
treatment of local diseases, will have no diffi-
culty in estimating t?e i~fluence .which a de-
ranged state of the digestive functions may have
upon the functions of all the other ,organs, nor
in appreciating the >:alue of attendmg t~ these
functions, in attemptmg the cure of every dI~ease,
no matter where seated. Perhaps there IS no
function over which the derangements of the
abdominal viscera exert greater influence th,:n
that of the ear. Deafness, it is well known, WIll
frequently come on, spontaneously, l~st for a
certain period, and disappear as myste~IOusly as
it appeared. Many such cases are easI~y ,trac.ed
to deranged conditions of the chylopoietic ;rI~-
cera. The physiologist, ~owever, has no diffi-
culty in tracing, to a certam extent at least,. the
connection here between cause and effect. FIrst,
he knows that the chylopoietic organs prepare
the elements of that fluid which is destined for
the ultimate support and perfection of the va-
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rious parts of the human frame; and that in
proportion as the digestive functions are in a
state of health or disease, in a corresponding
ratio will those of the other parts of the system
be in a similar condition. During deranged di-
gestion, no part is more liable to partake in the
general derangements of the economy than the
ear; and we find these symptoms developed
in various ways: for example, "tinnitus au-
rium," or ringing of the ears; various noises,
and other unpleasant sensations, apparently pro-
ceeding from the ear, as their origin; but not
unfrequently·deafness. During fevers, deafness
frequently prevails, and disappears spontane-
ously. Now, it would be folly to attempt the
cure of such cases while the cause was suffered
to exist in all its vigour, and to operate with all
its force. It is true, we might relieve the sym-
pathetic condition of the ear, upon which the
deafness depended, by local remedies, and thus
restore for a time the lost faculty; but no sooner
shall we lay aside our means, than the deafness
will return. It therefore becomes a matter of
essential moment to examine-and minutely,
too-into the condition of the digestive organs,
and to correct any existing morbid states, either
of these organs themselves, or of their functions.

To enter into a history of all the chylopoietic
derangements to which we are liable, would re-
quire no inconsiderable volume, specially devo-
ted to this subject alone. In this place, there-
fore, we can only touch upon the obvious forms
connected with deafness, and present merely a
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general view of the necessity of attending to,
and the means best suited to correct them.

Indigestion, which, as the most comprehen-
sive, so probably it is the most 'proper term,
may be considered under two relations-e-namely,
as comprehending, first, a mere functlo?~l de-
viation; secondly, an inflammatory condition of
one or more of the digestive organs.

FunctionalStage.-In the first case a fun?-
tional derangement only results fro,? a m?rbld
action of the nervous influence. 'I'his mamfests
itself in an altered or unhealthy appearance of
the discharges from the bowels. Thus we may
have the evacuations suppressed, scanty, or ex-
cessive. They may be altered in quality, c0I!'-
prehending deviations in appearance or consis-
tence. Instead ofthe natural colour, they may
be dark, black, blue purple, or, indeed, of va-
rious intermixtures of colour. Such derange-
ments often arise from the unhealthy nature of
the gastric juice, or an unheal~hy action an.d
secretion from some other portion of the ali-
mentary tube.

But of all the organs concerned in digestion,
none perhaps suffer more frequently, or to greater
extent than the liver. In almost all the cases
of indizestion with which we meet, we find the
liver involved more or less. Hence we may have
a deficiency or redundancy of bile in t~e eva-
cuations, accompanied with co.rrespondmg al-
terations in their appearance; or It may be wholly
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suppressed, or its flow into the intestines pre-
vented, while, at the same time, the secretion
continues uninterrupted. In such cases consti-
pation, with a degree of languor and oppression
almost intolerable, prevail. The evacuations are
whitish or clay-coloured; and if the secretion
of bile continue, but that its flow into the in-
testines be prevented, jaundice or universal yel-
lowness of the skin will take place, and the urine
will become loaded with bile staining the linen
of a bright yellow colour. With these symptoms
we will have thirst, loss of appetite, disturbed
nights; a dry, furred, or whitish tongue, a sharp,
quick pulse, and a morbid elevation of the tem-
perature of the skin.

Inflammatory Stage.-In the second stage
we have added the symptoms of local inflam-
mation to the above. The seat of the inflam-
matory action differs in different instances;
and, although I believe rather limited as to its
extent and variety of situation, yet I do not
wholly agree with those who consider the in-
flammation confined almost exclusively to one
viscus, and even to a particular part of this
viscus. The parts which appeared to me to be
most frequently the seat of the inflammatory ac-
tion are the liver, the stomach, and the tranverse
colon. The inflammatory condition may be
discovered by attentive and careful examination.
First, we shall find local pain, which mayor
may not be attended with some slight degree of
tumefacti<m. Sometimes the pain is most ex-
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quisite, and the patient cannot bear the pressure
of the clothes; at others it is more dull and
obtuse, or perhaps, wholly insensible except, to
pressure. The situation of the pain will, for the
most part, point out its seat. If situated in the
right hypochondrium, and extending along the
course of the cartilaginous margins of the ribs,
the liver most likely is the seat of the inflam-
mation; if it occupy the epigastrium, and ex-
tend itself transversely, the transverse colon is
the more probable seat; while pain exactly oc-
cupying the scrobiculus cordis, indicates the sto-
mach as its seat.

The above are mostly accompanied-indeed,
invariably-with feverish action; and if fever
had not attended the primary stage, it is now
sure to supervene. The pulse at the same time
becomes hard, wiry, and incompressible, while
at the same time the functional symptoms be-
come aggravated, and more distressing to the
patient.

Section 2.

TREATMENT OF INDIGESTION.

Should deafness come on during such a state
of things, we cannot hope for a permament cure
till we have corrected the morbid condition of
the constitution. I have by no means given
a full or perfect view of all the phenomena of in-
digestion, but merely such a concise one as may
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serve to direct attention to the association of in-
digestion with deafness, as cause and effect.
The deafness, however, may manifest various
local origins or causes, as auricular inflammation
inspissated cerumen, ~ry condition of the drum:
&c. ; but, however relieved by other means, cor-
rection of the digestive functions will be found
to present the only certain means of relief.

Treatment of Functional Stage.- The treat-
m~nt of the functional stage consists in regu-
latmg the action of the bowels, and relieving
anr painful condition of them which may pre-
vail. Thus sometimes the introduction of any
aliment or other ingesta will cause a very pain-
fu~and mos~ distressing disengagement of gas,
wr~h eructations, &c. Aperients or purgatives
suited t? the urgency of the symptoms, and
the obstmacy with which constipation prevails,
~orm the means of accomplishing the first object
in ~he treatment, namely, restoring their regular
action to the bowels. Various purgatives will
answer this purpose; and some prefer one de-
scription, and some another. When there ap-
pears to be a coldness of constitution, indicated
by a leucophlegmatic appearance, then some of
the warm~r and more stimulating purgatives are
t? be preferred. Such are the resinous purga-
tives. Perhaps there is no formula better suited
to answer the purpose, than the compound de-
coction of aloes of the London Pharmacoprnia.

~ut ~f t,here be much of an inflammatory
habit, indicated by a frequent febrile state of
system, attended by a sharp irritable pulse,
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then the saline purgatives combined with anti-
monials will be preferable.

We should always examine into the alvi.n~ eva-
cuation as affording evidence of the condition of
the liver and its functions, and if we find any
irregularity of action here, ~t shou~d be imme-
diatly atte~ded to. There ~s nothmg exerts so
decided an mfluence upon this organ as mercury,
and the various preparations of this mineral ~re
given, with the view of c~)l"recting or regulatmg
its functions. The two m most repute are blue
pill and calomel, which should be given ind?ses,
propotioned to the nature and urgency of the
symptoms. From three. to five' g~ains of blue
pill, or from half a g.ralll to a gram of calo.mel,
may be given every mght, or every other night,
till the evacuations assume a healthy appear-
ance or till the gums become sensibly tender.
In ~any cases I have found the pilula hyd~a-
gyri composita, of the London Pharmacopreia,
a very efficient formula.

Havinz rezulated the bowels, and corrected
the aetio~ ot the liver, our next object is to re-
store tone and energy to the stomach and ~l~-
mentary canal. This is effe?ted by the exhl~l-
tion of bitters and aromatics. Thus the dif-
ferent bitter infusions, as of gentian, cascarilla
quassia, &c. may be given in the d~se of an
6unce two or three times a day. If there be
zreat lanzuor then some aromatic tincture, with
~ little a~mo~ia, will form a useful adjunct. In
many cases, decoction of sarsaparill~ seems to
exert a wonderfu 1influence in restoring the tone
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of the. stomach, an~ rec~uiting the strength.
The disulphato of quma WIth a small proportion
of diluted sulphuric acid, is, perhaps, when the
habit will bear it, one of the best and most ef-
ficient restoratives. These, in fact, constitute a
summary of the means required in the first, or
functional stage of indigestion.

. Treatment 0/ Inflammatory Stage.-In the
mflammatory stage, as already observed, we
?ave local pain, increased on pressure; fever-
ishness, or a febrile tendency, and very dis-
tressmg symptoms on the introduction of food,
&c. into the stomach. In such cases, we
must ?~careful not to allow any stimulating
or exciting means. In general, the application
of leeches, or the cupping-glasses to the scrobi-
cUl.uscordi~, or r~gion of the pain, will give great
relief, ThIS relief, however, is sometimes only
temporary, and repeated applications become
necessary. If, however, the inflammatory ten-
dency be great or obstinate, it then becomes ne-
£essary to abstract a little blood from the sys-
tem. The due exhibition of purgatives also be-
-comes necessary, and the mercurial and saline
class are the best. The neutral salts are espe- .
cial!yanti-phlogistic. Thus the sulphate of mag-
nesia, or the Rochelle salts, largely diluted with
water, reduces the febrile action, and if at the
same time, mercurials and antimonials be ex-
hibited, the symptoms, unless, indeed, they be
very aggravated, spe~dily give way. Itmay be
necessary, also, to give mercury, to correct the
deranged action of the liver; and the combining
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the mercurial with an antimonial, is the safest,
as well as the most efficient plan. There can
b~ no better preparation than the plummers
.pill, from five to ten grains of which may be
taken every night, or every other night, till the
symptoms begin to yield. In some cases, the
antimonial proves too irritating, and often gives
rise to great languor, and a feeling of exhaustion.
In such cases, the blue pill, with ipecacuanha,
in the proportion of three or four grains of the
former to one of the latter, proves very effica-
cious, and less depressing. Very often, a degree
of tenderness in the epigastrium remains, or if
it gives way to leeching, it returns again after a
few days. In such cases a blister proves the
most effectual means of relief; occasionally how-
ever, requiring a succession of blisters, or keep-
ing up a discharge by means of savine ointment.
If blisters be objectionable, as they occasionally
are from idioscyncrasy, the object may be
effected by means of sinapisms applied to the
seat of the disease; or the emplastrum am-
moniee, which however requires to be instantly
applied and frequently renewed. When by these
means we have corrected the health, the patient
. is prepared for the local !!leans.

Section 3.

OF THE LOCAL MEANS OF CURE.

The local treatment consists entirely in the
application of means directly to the ear itself,
calculated to remove the morbid conditions upon
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which the deafness more immediately depends.
It has been already stated, that the effects of
the operative causes, whatever may have been
their nature, are to induce certain morbid states
in one or more of the parts of the organ, by'
which they are, to a greater or less extent, ren-
dered incapable of performing their natural and
healthy functions. Hence, the necessary secre-
~ionsare suppressed, and a dry condition, wholly
mcompatible with hearing, is the result. One
effect may be the inspissation of the cerumen,
and this is sohardened, as to act as a foreign mat-
ter, preventing the access of the vibratory mo-
tions, caused by sounding bodies in the particles
of the air. This must be corrected. with this
view I have been in the habit of using a deter- \
gent lotion, consisting of a small proportion of so-
lution of potass and distilled water; to which I'
add a little tincture of opium, tincture hyoscy-!
amus and of myrrh. The proportions of course
must depend upon the circumstances in reference
to each individual case. In general, I find from a
drachm to two or three of the solution of potass,
with an equal proportion of the tinctures, and
from a half-a-pint to a pint of the distilled water.:
the best proportions. The ears should be care- '
fully syringed three or four times daily with this f
lotion, made tepid, which will dissolve any hard- \
ened, dry, or inspissated cerumen with which,
the ears may be plugged up. In the mildest
cases this alone will often prove sufficient, and
the health of the patient, being corrected hear-
ing will be perfectly restored. '
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. But the disease, if it has been of long stand-
ing, or much neglected, takes deeper root, and
the more internal parts are deprived of their
nat?-ral fluids: they then are in a dry condition.
This frequently occurs in the labyrinth, and it is
wholly destitute of its aqueous fluid. In con-
sequence, the vibrations are not conveyed to the
nervous pulp of the auditory nerve, distributed
to the cochlea, vestibule and canals, and the
sonorous impressions are not transmitted to the
sensorium. Here the object is to restore the
secretions, that the auditory apparatus may be
put into a healthy, and sufficiently lubricated
condition, so as to receive and transmit the im-
pressions.

. It m.ust be obvi~us, that it would be wholly
impossible to act directly upon the internal, and
consequently, the disordered parts. They are
placed beyond the direct reach of our means.
We know, however, that we can often excite
actions in more remote parts, by means applied
to parts more immediately within our reach.
Of this law of sympathy, we have abundant ex-
amples, in the daily observations of the treat-
ment of disease. Thus, we find, a blister ap-
plied to the back of the neck, relieves the head:
one to the side will mitigate a pleurisy, or an in-
flammation of the lungs. Keeping this law in view,
I applied myself to endeavour to discover some
effectual means of remedying the internal condi-
tions,by applications applied to the external parts
of the organ. I have been engaged for some time
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in endeavouring to discover something that
would have this effect, and I have at length suc-
ceeded; by a peculiar combination I have been
able to produce a fluid, and which for the pre-
sent I shall call" Acoustic" liquid or fluid, which,
when dropped into the ear, restores the hearing,
in a time proportioned, in some degree, to the
duration and severity of the disease. In many
cases, two or three applications alone have been
sufficient to produce a most obvious amendment,
or even complete cure: in others a longer per-
severance in the application of the fluid has been
necessary. However, but few cases, unless in-
deed a total disorganization of the auditory ap-
paratus has been effected, have resisted a fort-
night or three weeks' application. But I shall
not longer dwell upon the panegyric of my own
discovery, but leave its merits to be judged of
by the nature of the cases, and the success which
has attended the treatment.

, ,

Sometimes the application of the fluid pro-
duces a little pain, but, however, nothing either
alarming or severe. In these cases the secreting
functions of the ear have been suppressed for a
long time, and the irritation of the stimulus is
not immediately relieved by the usual means,
an increased activity in the secreting vessels.
As the remedy begins to be successful, the pain
-becomes less and less at each subsequent appli-
cation, and the diminution of the pain may in
general be considered not only an indication of
'success, but even as a measure of the advance
towards recovery.
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When, however, the pain is very severe, or

continues so long as to be a serious annoyance,
this may be greatly mitigated by introducing a
piece of lint smeared with an anodyne ointment,
consisting principally of hydrochlorate of mor-
phia, rubbed into a very fine powder, and made
into.an ointment with simple cerate.

Many cases occur in which, either from the
first, or after syringing the ears with the deter-
gent lotion already mentioned, a ringing, or
noises of different kinds, are heard. In such
cases local bleeding, either by cupping the back
of the neck, or the application of leeches over
the mastoid cells, advantageously precedes the
application of the Acoustic liquid. In some
cases, too, I have found it necessary to apply
blisters behind the ears, and even to keep them
open by the application of some stimulating
ointment-as the" unguentum sabinre." This
produces a state of parts favourable to the ac-
tion of the liquid application, and which the
above symptoms contraindicate. Although the
liquid may be applied in the manner already
noticed, even when these symptoms even in a
slight degree prevail, yet I have always found
it better to lay aside the fluid till these have
been removed by the well-known means above
stated. In confirmation of what I have ad-
vanced, I beg to submit to the reader the his-
tory of the following cases, selected from a
number of less severity, with which I do not
feel it necessary, for the present, to trouble the
public.

APPENDIX

OF

CASES.

Case I.

\

I

Miss GEE, aged 40, has been deaf upwards of
thirty years, and has tried a number of remedies,
but, for the last twenty years, the hearing has
been completely lost. Her general health good.
The treatment of this case commenced by the

use of the detergent lotion; and, with the view
of determining whether the deafness depended
upon inspissation of wax in the external ear, no-
thing else than syringing the ears was attempted
for some time. The Acoustic liquid was dropped
in the ears, and, in five days, the improvement
was wonderful; as, indeed, it must seem, under
such circumstances,-a person for thirty years
completely deaf, and beginning to hear distinctly
at the end of five days. The use of the liquid,
however, was continued, and the result now is,
that this lady can hear as well and distinctly as
any person, and the improvement continues with.
out any interruption.
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Case II.

.Mr. SLEE CHISWICK has been deaf of one ear
thirty, and the other two years; the sense of
hearing has been greatly improved in both ears
by the treatment adopted, and there appears
every prospect of an effectual and speedy cure.

Case III.

Mrs. S. has been suffering considerably from
tinnitus aur iurn, and a sensation resembling wa,
ter "boiling in the ears." Upon examining her
ears, they presen ted a dry appearance, the open.
ing very large, and spotted with a substance like
hard white cheese.* The general health bad, and
the digestive functions much deranged. Having
prescribed a course of medicine to restore her
general health, and a small blister to the nape of
the neck, to relieve her head, Iused the Acoustic
drops with such success, that not only is hearing
improved, but also her general health; and in a
short time, I feel assured, she will be perfectly
restored to health.

Case IV.

Mrs. M'DoNAI,D, residing in Somers Town,78
years of age, deaf eleven years, having consulted
the principal aurists in London, came under my
care. Having prescribed for her some tonic me.
dicine, combined with a slight aperient, I had
her ears syringed with some of the solvent solu.
tion and water. Having improved her health by

* Upon examining- a piece, it broke hard, and had the appearance of
a piece of Scagliola, internally.
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the means adopted, I used the Acoustic drops
with such success that all her family were aston •
ished at her improvement, and now she can hear
nearly as well as ever she did. This lady began
to improve on the tenth day.

Case V.

Mr. FOSTER, Chiswell Street, Finsbury, com.
pletely deaf of one ear ,-is now so much better
that he can converse as well at the affected as at
the other side.

Case VI.

Mrs. RYDER, 75 years old,-deaf thirty years.
Residing on the Hampstead Road. This highly
respectable lady wished only to hear" sufficien tly
well" to be able to speak to her family when they
addressed her; but such has been the improve.
ment, that not only can she hear them, and her
clergyman at church, when he preaches, but also
distinctly hear and answer every question put to
her in an omnibus, under my care of five weeks.

Case VII.

-. FRIEND, Esq., deaf eight years. The fol,
lowing remark was made by this gentleman:_
" I am a magistrate in a large and populous neigh.
bourhood, an d am obliged, in consequence of the
severity of my deafness, to give up almost" en.
tirely' my magisterial duties. I have tried every
person in England that I imagined, or was told,
could afford me relief, and, from the numerous
failures, am hopeless." This gentleman began to
jmprove on the third day; on the fourth he wen t
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to the Haymarket theatre, heard the perfor~anc.e
distinctly, and in one week left town, havmg his
hearing restored.

Case VIII.

Mr. LANGTON carne under my care: one ear
completely deaf, the other partially-could 1!0t
hear his watch tick. In a week the affected side
bezan to improve, and in three weeks had his
he~ring completely restored in both ears.

Case IX.

Mr. MORGAN, jun., of Farringdon Street, hav,
ing tried every means wi~hin his powe.r, carne
under my care: in a fortmght began to Improve,
and now hears almost perfectly. Deaf of both
ears, and, as he says, hereditary.

Case X.

.JOSEPH METCALF, aged 16 years, deaf eight
years, requiring. the most. powerful exertion of
voice to make him hear: in four days began to
improve, and now can hear at the length of a
room. This lad had to undergo a regular course
of medicine, to relieve his head and restore him
to general health.

Case Xl.

Mr. A. CLARKE, Lambeth, deaf all his life:
in about a fortnizht after he was subjected to the
treatment I adopt, he began to improve, and now
can hear, distinctly, any question propose~ at. the
length of a long room, and I feel certain m a
short time he will be completely restored.
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Case XII.

Miss CATHERINE RYAN, 7 years of age, deaf
six months-could hear with the greatest diffi,
cul ty: in one week her hearing was restored, and
is at this moment completely well.

Case XIII.

Miss C. PASHEN, aged 10 years, deaf three
years, from the effects of a severe attack of scar.
litina maligna. Having attended this interesting
girl through the dreadful attack that deprived
her of hearing, I can speak with certainty as to
the efficacy of the treatment in her case.-
When attacked with scarlitina she got ulcerated
sore throat, extending through the eustachian
tube into the external ear,-any liquid placed in
her mouth, ran equally through the ears, as well
as into the stomach, proving the complete de.
struction, not only of the membrana tympani, but
also the soft parts of the ear. Having requested
her family to let me try the efficacy of my ap.
plication, (knowing the destruction the ear and
its internal parts underwent,) I was gratified to
find, within a fortnight, a decided improvement,
perceptible not only to me, but every person who
conversed with her. She still continues to im.
prove, and I have but little doubt that she will
have her hearing as well as before she had this
dreadful disease.

Case XIV.

Miss OSBORNE, aged 19 years, Queen's Row,
Cambridge Road, Mile End, has been deaf thir,
teen years. Upon her first applying to me, her
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sense of hearing was so imperfect that I had to
use the most powerful exertions to make her
hear, and then only when the mouth was placed
close to the ear; in ten days after I had put
her under my plan of treatmen t she began to
improve, and within three weeks her powers of
hearing became so excited, that she nearly fainted
twice in one day from the noise made by carr i.
ages passing over the stones in Finsbury circus,
where she is staying. Hence it becomes neces,
sary to stop up the ears with cotton, softened with
anodyne oin tmen t, and to in termi t the treatmen t.
She is now, however, well, and has her hearing
perfect.

Case XV.

Madame F.: This lady was engaged much
about the court of France, and states that she
has been deaf since the French revolution ;* that
she has encountered many annoying and unplea.
sant circumstances which distressed her mind in
no small dezree, Her health very indifferent,
but her defect of hearing was the principal source
of her present affliction. [Dupuytren, whom she
consulted, told her that her case was nervous,
and gave her no hope of recovery.] Having
first improved her general health, I adopted the
treatment I thought most likely to improve her
sense of hearing: within a fortnight she was com.
pletely cured.

Case XVI.

Mr. H. JOPE, 5, Artillery Place, Chiswell
Street, deaf four years. He states that he caught

* The First Revolution.
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a cold from a draught-sitting opposite a broken
pane of glass. Having a severe discharge from
the ear, my object was first to cure that, and
then restore his hearing; in a fortnight he began
to improve, and is now nearly well.

Case XVII.

JA MES DAVIS, of the Daniel Lambert, Lud,
gate.hill : This person was deaf, as he stated, all
his life. By adopting my treatment in three
weeks he began to improve, and now hears very
well.

CaseXVIII.

Miss TURNER, Pleasant Place, Holloway, deaf
thirty.five years, had two polypi removed from
her ears; treated after my method; now hears
perfectly well.

Case XIX.

Mr. GUEST, North Place, Lambeth, deaf of
one side, with a violent noise in his ear; in a
week the hearing improved, and he is now nearly
well.

Case XX.

Mr. THos. S. GREEN, Newland Terrace, Ken.
sington, deaf sixteen years, 22 years old: after
having tried many aurists was told his case was
hopeless. When he came under my car~ I adop~ed
means to restore his general health, which having
done, I washed his ears with the solvent solution,
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adopted the usual treatment, and in a fortnight
he left town completely restored, and is now
quite well.

CaseXXI.

Mr. JOY, Duke Street, Manchester Square,
states, " I have been deaf a number of years, hav.
ing spent almost a fortune in trying to get my
hearing restored; I gave myself up as hopeless,
and was determined on losing no more money,
but on perusing your advertisement I changed my
mind, and will give you a trial." This gentle-
man was completely deaf on the left side, and it
required the use of a powerful speaking-trumpet
to enable him to hear on the right. Having used
the solvent solution, I began the use of the
Acoustic drops; at the same time gave him a
tonic, combined with a mild apirient, and at the
end of the week I could converse with him with.
out the use of the trumpet, and he is now very
nearly well.

CaseXXII.

Mr. JOSEPH MOON, of the Times office, came
under my care, having suffered from extreme
deafness for two years. I put him immediately
under the usual treatment, and in one week he
left, well.

CaseXXIII.

C. S. Esq., a medical gentleman, residing in
the neighbourhood of Grosvenor Square, in ex.
tensive practice, wholly deaf of one ear, when he

• came under my care: in a few applications his
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hearing was restored, and he is now completely
recovered.

CaseXXIV.

Mr. F., aged 41, deaf twenty.two years, of one
ear, the other getting gradually bad for the last
four years; has a severe discharge from the deaf
ear, with a most disagreeable fetor. Having
washed his ear with plain warm water, 1 dropped
into it a few drops of the solution of choride of
lime. Having improved his general health by
tonics, &c., he used, for a fortnight, Balsam Pine,
mixed with acetate of lead and oil, and having
healed the ulcer in his ear, I used the Acoustic
drops for three weeks, with the greatest success.

[Continuation of Caseson tlle next page.]
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OF THE

E V ST,AC H IAN TV BE.

'I'nn Eustachian tube forms so important a part
of the organ of hearing, and its diseases or mor-
bid conditions so materially influence this sense,
that to pass them over in silence would be to
neglect a most important and essential part of
the object of the present essay.

The Eustachian tube is a membranous canal
which may be stated to commence from the ca-
vity of the tympanum, and to open into the back
part of the pharynx, thus connecting these two
parts. The membrana tympani, it has been
already explained, is a membranous expansion
extended over the circular opening at the
bottom, of the meatus auditorius extern us.
Through this meatus the external air has free
access to the tympanum; and as it closes a
cavity in some manner similarly* as the parch-
ment usually termed "the head of the drum"
closes the cavity beneath, it is evident that,

• Hence the membrana tympani is frequently called the
"drum of the ea,.," I
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if there were no other external commumca-
tion with the cavity of the tympanum, this
membrane would be subjected to the entire
weight or unresisted pressure of the whole at-
mosphere. The pressure of the atmosphere is
equal to the weight of a column of mercury
varying in height from twenty-eight to thirty-
one inches. If we take the mean it will give
us between twenty-nine and thirty inches. A
cubic foot of mercury weighs about 13,600
ounces; consequently a cubic inch will weigh
about 7·866 ounces, or in entire numbers about
eight ounces, or half a pound. Now this equals the
weight of the atmosphere on a square .inch base,
for every inch of the height of the mercury in
the barometer; and taking thirty inches as the
medium height, if we multiply 7·866 (the weight
of one inch) by 30, the height of the whole
column in the barometer tube, we shall have
within a fraction 14;}puunds for the weight of
the atmosphere upon every square inch at the
surface of the earth. Now this pressure is ca-
pable of sustaining a column of water thirty-four
feet high, which may be readily deduced from the
specific gravity of mercury compared with that
of water. The specific gravity of mercury is to
that of water as 13·6 to 1, consequently the for-
mer is thirteen and a half times heavier than the
latter. If then we multiply 13·6, the specific
gravity of mercury, by 30 inches, the height of
the mercury in the barometer, it will give us 408
inches for the length of a column of water equal
to the weight of a similar column of the atmo-
sphere; which, divided by 1Z, gives 34 feet.
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Therefore, if the tympanum were exposed to
the unresisted pressure of the atmosphere, it
would be pressed by the weight of a column of
water thirty-four feet in height, a distension
which even a much stronger membrane could in
no way endure without rupture. These conse-
quences are obviated by the Eustachian tube. It
communicates with the cavity of the tympanum;
and opening at the back of the fauces into the
pharynx, allows ingress to the atmospheric air,
counterpoises the pressure of that entering at
the external meatus, and thus maintains a
uniform tension of the membrana tympani.
Were it not for this equilibrium of pressure and
uniformity of tension, the sonorous vibrations
could not be transmitted; and, independently of
all other inconveniences, the sense of hearing
could not exist. It will be found of importance
to keep these facts in our recollection.

This tube, it has been stated, opens into the
pharynx. It commences tubular from the
cavity of the tympanum, but enlarges as it
approaches the pharynx; ultimately assuming
somewhat of a trumpet shape, with the expanded
opening looking into the pharynx. It is formed
of a sort of fibro-cartilaginous substance, fur-
nished internally with a mucous lining. Its
course from the cavity is obliquely forwards, and
it terminates near the posterior nares, behind
the velum pendulum palaii. The canal is in
length from an inch and half to two inches.

The situation of the pharyngal orifice has



�)een differently represented. Kuh describes
It as placed so high that its horizon is brouP"ht
to the same level with that of the middle meatus
o! ~he no~trils. Buchanan represents it as
similarly situated ; but his drawing represents
the head as bent very much forwards. Saun- .
del'S?on the other hand, represents the head in
a directly opposite position-namely, back-
wards; and consequently the mouth of the
Eustachian tube is represented as somewhat
beneath the level of the inferior meatus of the
nostrils.

Kramer, who perhaps may be looked upon as
the best authountv, states;that from a careful
comparison of the sections of a number of
heads, he h~s satisfied ~himself that the pha-
ryngal openmg of the Eustachian tube forms a
slit descending from above forwards, obliquely
downwards, and backwards, of an oval form and
about three-eighths of an inch in length. "'The
iryerior angle of the opening," he says, "is a
little deeper than the level of the inferior nasal
meatus, and the superior angle about as much
below the level of the middle meatus of the
nose." *'
The mouth of the tube lies behind the velum

pendulum palati, and at its anterior edge is at-
tached. to the hamulus pterygoideus, or small
hook-like process of the pterygoid bone, and

~ Kramer on Diseases ofth~ Ear, pp. IS9, 190.
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by which attachment it is fixed ante:iorly.
The canal from this point extends ob~Iquely
backwards and outwards for about two mch.es,
be coming gradually narrower. The first third
from this point is found to b.e~hena~rowest por-
tion,justwhere the mucous hmng quits t~e fibro-
cartilaginous sheath to pass over the peno~teum
of the bony portion in which the last thud of
the tube terminates.

The size or diameter of the narrowest part has
been variously stated by different authors, from
Eustachius himself the discoverer, down to the
present day. Eustach~~us sta~es that it is large
enough to admit a wntmg qmll; b~t. when. we ,
consider the difference in size of wntmg quill«,
it is evident such an estimate must convey but
a very imperfect idea. Vabalva a~serts th.at it
is about a line in height. In a drawing by Sir A.
Cooper, taken from a section of the ear of the
size of life, the diameter of the very. smallest
part of the Eustachian tube is.represented ~bout
the eighth of an inch; and this statement ISfol-
lowed by others of little or no note.

Du .Verney represents a sec~ion?f the ~usta-
chian tube of the natural SIze, in which he
makes the narrowest part of it, only one thirty-
second of an inch in width. This is about equal
to one fourth of a line; and from the most
recent observations, and the most careful admea-
surements both in the living and the dead
bodies, this admeasurement seems to be the
most correct. Having thus endeavoured to
describe the anatomical structure, and the true
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p~sition and size of the Eustachian tube, it
will no.w be necessary to consider some of
these ~Iseases, which, either by their immediate
operatIOn~ or by their consequences, produce
d~afn.ess eIthe~ by ,obstructing the tube, or other-
WIse mterruptmg Its functions.

SECTION I.

INFLAMMATION.

INFLAMIUATION may prove a cause of deaf-
ness, when se~ted in parts' in the neighbour-
hood, as for mstance in the tonsils or the
other parts of the mucous Iininz of the fauces
even though the inflammation should not hav~
spread to .the tube itself. In cynanche tonsillaris,
or ~cut~ mflammation of the tonsils, the effect
which It has upon the ear, and consequently
up?n the function of this organ, may be readil
estimated by the exquisite pain felt and extende~
even ~o. the external ear, on every attempt at
deglutition ; so that the patient is completely
deterred f~om every effort of this description.
D~afness IS very frequently a concomitant of
this form .of cynan~he, and may arise either
from the .I~flammatIOn having spread to the
mucous lining of the Eustachian tube and
even to the middle and internal ear which we
shall, have to consider hereafter; 0; from the
swel~ng and enlargement of the tonsils com-
pressmg and obstructing the entrance to the
tube, and so preventing the free communication
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with the external air. The :first cause may be
considered as the morbid condition of the part
itself; the second as one of a purely mechanical
nature * and the effects of which will disappear
as the'tonsils recover theirordinarv size and
healthy condition. The means o( restoring
them to this condition would be foreIgn to the
objects of this essay, and therefore cannot with
propriety be considered in this place.

There is, however, a state of deafn~ss cor:-
nected with that of the tonsils, and which, as It
has not-received any of the attention of authors
or pactitioners, it may not perhaps be consi-
dered improper to notice in this place.

A chronic or permanent tumefaction or en-
largement of the tonsils may follow the acute
form of cynanche tonsillaris; or it may arise from
diseased action in the tonsil, such as prevails in
scrofula, or other similar affections originating
in a cachectic habit. From whatever cause, if
the tumefaction be great, so as to compress the
neighbouring parts, the Eustachian tube may
come in for its share; and hence suffer a corre-
sponding interruption of function, very fre-
quently manifested by partial, or even total and
complete, deafness. If the tonsil of one side
only be affected, we may have a partial or com-
plete deafness of that side only; while the func-
. tion remains perfect on the opposite; but if both
tonsils be so affected, then total and the most
complete deafness is often the result.

• Nasal polypi frequently cause deafness.
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In such instances the deafness comes on
gradually; at first hardly perceived; but as time
advances, it is observed that the patient becomes
apparently inattentive, in truth from not hear-
ing what is said. Hence those who have con-
~tant interco~rse, gradu.ally and in~tinctively, as
It were, acqUIre the habit of elevatmg the voice,
an.d of spe~~ing loud enough to be heard. It is
this carablhty of.he~ring those acquainted with
t~e p~~lent, and mstmctively compensating for
hIS failing by the loudness of their voice, while
he cannot understand strangers, or those who
address him under ordinarv circumstances that
gives him and his friends the first time a correct
notion of the real nature of the cause of his
inattention. In c~ildren deafness frequently oc-
curs under these CIrcumstances, and I have been
able to trace the gradual development and in-
crease of the deafness to the gradual enlarge-
ment of the tonsils i-indeed the increase of the
~alady being simultaneous with and propor-
tioned to the progressive enlargement of the
tonsils.

The cause of the deafness in such cases is
never in general correctly understood; for I
have seen several instances in which the disease
has been attributed to some scrofulous affection
extending from the general system to the ear;
the scrofulous appearance in children so affected
leading the practitioner to this erroneous con-
clusion. In adults or persons· more advanced
in years, and where there is no appearance of a
scrofulous diathesis, the deafness for want of
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knowledge of the true source is very fr~quenlty.
indeed commonly, imputed. to nervous ll1fluence
or imperfection; for the tl~e nervous deafness
generally steps in to cloak the Ignorance of the tr~e
causes. Ihave met with so ma~yins~ances~fthlS
description, that.r now make It a s~ne qua n?n,
more particularly in the cases of childre~, to in-
spect and examine the fauces veryattentlVely, to
enable me to form some notion as t~ wheth~r
the cause mayor mav not have its eXIstence m
some deranged or ~orbid condition of these
parts.

Treatment.-It must be evident that nothing
can prove so successful in this ~ormof deafness,
as the removalofthe cause. ThIS can only be ef-
fected by reducing the t.onsils to their natural size;
or restoring the fauces If the cause consist m mor-

I:> ' • 1bid conditions of those parts, to their ~atura ~tate.
Tumefaction of the tonsils, or chrome swellmg of
thefauces so asto obliterate the tube, is the most, .
frequent cause; of which w~ may sometl~es
satisfy ourselves, by introducmg a ca~heter into
the tube throulYh the operation of which a com-
munication ca~ be established between the
external air and the cavity of the tympanum,
when the patient hears tolerably well; but on
withdrawing the catheter, the mouth of the
Eustachian tube, being subjected to the me-
chanical compression arising from the tumefac-
tion of the contiguous parts, becomes closed, t~e
access of air prevented, and the deafness agam
returns.
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'1'0 reduce the tumefaction of the tonsils, it
will be necessary to inquire into the causes which
first produced their swollen state; and these
must be, as far as possible, removed. If the
causes be suffered to operate, it is evident that
no permanent benefit can be obtained, because
the moment remedial measures are suspended,
the original causes operate with uncontrolled
sway, andre-induce the former degree of disease.
To enter at any length upon the various causes
which occasionally induce chronic enlargement
of the tonsils, would be out of place here.
Every practitioner who understands his profes-
sion must know how to inform himself upon
these points.

To reduce the swelling of the tonsils, there-
fore, is the object more especially to be consider-
ed here. Various measures and various remedies
have been proposed with this view. I however
have found none equal in efficacy to iodine.
Of the various preparations of this substance,
the iodide of potassium seems to bethe favourite;
but I myself have found the iodides of mel'cury
the most efficacious. There are two compounds
of iodine with mercury, in which the iodine is to
the mercury as 1 : 1, and as 2 : 1. The first is
termed the iodide, and is of an olive yellow
colour; the other, named biniodide, is of a vermi-
lion red. These I use externally-that is, by
friction; making them jnto an ointment by
means of lard, and rubbing a portion of this ex-
ternally over the seat of the swollen gland. This
may be done once, twice, or thrice in the day, ac-
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cording to the circumstances of the case: .As
these ~intments sometimes pro~uce eXCO~Ia~IOn
of the skin, it is necessary, dunng the fnct~on,
carefully to watch the local effects, l~stulceratIOn,
and that of a troublesome and obstinate charac-
ter, should be produced.

Where the surface is so sensitive as to p~e-
vent the use of the friction to t~e requisite
extent, I assist the external by ~he internal use
of the iodine; and while the omtI?ents of the
iodides of mercury are rubbed ~n upon the
external fauces, iodide of pota~smm may ~e
administered internally in solution. Fo~ this
purpose we may siI?ply.dis~ol~e a few gr~?~ of
the iodide of potassium in distilled water, t>Ivmg
the requisite dose; or even may at once. pre-
scribe three or four minims of the LIqUOr
Potassii Iodidi Composit. of the New ~ondon
Pharmacopceia. If these means,be steadIlY'p.er-
severed in, while at the same time the excitmg
causes be removed, and the general health at-
tended to' there will be found but few cases
to resist them. As instances of the nature of
this description of deafness, I may adduce the
following cases.

CASE I.

ON the 15th day of September, I received a
note inclosing a card having the Hon: Mrs .. P--
on it. The note requested me to appomt a tIm~to
meet her in town, as she wished me to examme
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into the cause of her daughter's deafness. A
time was appointed, and Iwaited on her. This
young lady was about eight years old, healthy-
looking, very fair and delicate complexion; and
her general appearance such as to indicate a
very slight taint of the scrofulous diathesis. At
the commencement of my interview, the mother
addressed me in the following words: "Now,
Sir, I wish you clearly to understand that I have
consulted Mr. --, and Mr. --, &c. (men-
tioning the names of several of the most eminent
Aurists and Surgeons in the metropolis,) and
some of them subjected my child to great seve-
rity of treatment, indeed to the great detriment
of her health; and, after repeated severities,
generally concluded by telling me that the deaf-
ness was nervous or constitutional, and therefore
incurable. I therefore beg to observe, that I
cannot permit my child to be subjected to any
farther severities, unless you can undertake to
assure me of a perfect cure." I examined the
fauces, and found that the tonsils were very

, much enlarged, and extended so far towards
each other as to be within a line or two of touch-
ing. They felt hard to the touch. This young
lady, it appeared, had suffered very severely
about four years before from scarlatina, awl the
symptoms in the throat had risen very high, so
that deglutition was almost wholly impeded for a
considerable time. Upon recovering she became
gradually more and more deaf, till about six
months afterwards she became completely deaf,
in which state she has continued ever since.
The attendant stated that it frequently hap-
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e ed that recovery from any of the severe ,
ro:ms of fever were attended with deaf~1ess,
generally of a temporary ~ature; but this at
length proving obstinate, It was now looked
upon as of a nervous and incurable nature.
Having satisfied myself .of the probable na-

ture of the cause, I replied to the .rema~ks
made that I would not. promise anythmg WIth
too ~uch confidence, because disapp?intments
sometimes took place which no foresight .could
anticipate' but I could answer for one thmg-
that the plan of treatme~t which I ju~g~d ~d-
visable involved no seventy, nor could It inflict
any great degree of punishment. I at the same
time explained my view of the nature of t~e
case. Inow attempted to introduce agum-elastir,
catheter into the Eustachian tube; but I was
unable to accomplish this at the first trial. I.
therefore prescribed friction of the ointment of
iodide of mercury upon the extern,al f~uces,
and the solution of iodide of potassium inter- .
nally. This plan was adopted for a week, when
I at last succeeded in getting into the Eu-
stachian tube; although the tonsils were not
much reduced in size, but considerably softened.
The effect of introducing the catheter was at-
tended as described, with a sort of loud rush-
ing noise, and strong stroke against. the ear;
and the patient heard tolerably wh.ile the cat~e-
ter remained in the tube, the hearmg becommg
dull as before on its removal. By persevering
in the use of the iodine for about two months,
and frequently during this time dilating the
Eustachian tube by means of the catheter or
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bougies, the tonsils recovered very nearly their
ordinary size, and the tube became p.erm~nently
pervious. This young lady's hearmg IS now
quite perfect; and I merely look forward to a
certain change in the economy of the female
constitution, which, when it occurs, I have not
the least doubt will bring with it a perfect c~re
of the tonsillary tumours, and that the hearmg
will continue in its present perfect state., I have
dwelt at considerable length upon this case,
because I look upon it as a most important one.

CASE II.

MARY TILLOTT, aged 24, Camden Town,
came to me in consequence of deafness of the most
complete description, from which she stated she
had been suffering for three years and a half.
I first examined the tonsils, and finding them
very much swollen, I questioned her whether
she had ever suffered from any sore throat?
She stated, in reply, that after her first confine-
ment about four )'ears previously, she caught

, h "Q'cold, and suffered very badly from t e. urn-
sey." Her swallowing was completely Impeded,
and she hada severe ear-ache, so that she became
delirious for two days. At length an abcess
formed and broke and she got well. But in
about two or three months after this, she per-
ceived her hearing was not so perfect, and t~e
disease gradually increased, till at the end of SIX
months she became "deaf as a post," and has
remained so ever since. .She has been treated
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by several practitioners at different dispensaries
and hospitals, but without any benefit.

On examining the fauces, I found the tonsils
much enlarged, and hard to the touch. After a
rather lengthened trial, I succeeded in passing
a bouzie well into the tube, and afterwards the
catheter, when she heard distinctly. This wo-
man was subjected to the treatment already de-
scribed, (and which it is unnecessary to repeat),
and to her great delight was, in a very short
time, perfectly restored to her hearing.

CASE IIII

, J. M--, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, consulted
me for deafness, which, he stated, had lately be-
come so great that it completely incapacitated
him from attending to his professional duties,
as he could hear nothing of what was going for-
ward in court. He had been gradually growing
deaf for the last two years; but, within the last
four months, the malady had so much increased,
that he was obliged to withdraw from the exer-
cise of the most important part of his profes-
sion-the duties of the court,-which was not
only a great prejudice to his future prospects,
but a severe pecuniary loss. Having examined
the external ear very carefully, and not being
able to discover any defect, I examined the
fauces, and found the tonsils in a very swollen
_state, and to the touch of an extraordinary hard-
ness and denseness. No probable reason what-

E
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ever could be assigned for this morbid degenera-
tion of the tonsils. * The general health was some-
what out of order, apparently from the influence of
the mind, for he was quite despondent, having
consulted some of the most eminent persons
without the slightest benefit. I gave him, how-
ever, strong hopes of recovery; and this, with a
a little constitutional treatment, tranquillized his
mind and restored his health. I now com-
menced the use of the ointments, and the inter-
nal use of the iodide of potassium, with an
occasional resort to the bougie to open and
dilate the Eustachian tube. I had the satisfac-
tion to see this gentleman's tonsils reduced to
nearly their ordinary size, his hearing perfectly
restored, and his return to his profession, which
he continues to exercise with no less credit to
himself than benefit to society.

CASEIV.

Sometimes it is necessary to apply some
escharotic to the tonsils; to destroy the outer
surface. For this sometimes acquires a sort of
inorganic torpor, which prevents the action of
remedies. This is best treated by the destruc-
tion of the torpid surface, by applying caustic to
it. The plan is to rub the surface over with a
stick of lunar caustic, and then direct the patient
to wash his fauces well with distilled water. In
general, one application proves quite sufficient;
but a repetition of the caustic may be required.
In illustration, I adduce the following case.

MISS MARGARETANSONwas brought to me by
her aunt, a very respectable lady, on account of
deafness from which she had been suffering
nearly s~ven years. This child was now in her
tenth year, but when between two and three
years' old she had suffered very severely, first
from measles, and afterwards from scarlet fever.
During this last the fauces had been very much
affected. About four months after recovery, it
was perceived that her hearing was not so acute
as before, and it was observed that she rather
grew worse than better. General treatment
was adopted, but it was attended with no bene-
fit. About two years previously her aunt con-
sulted Mr. --, and subsequently Mr. --,
both would-be (?) celebrated aurists. After a
variety of intiffectua{ treatment, she was given
to understand that her niece was of a scrofulous
constitution, and that the deafness, or nervous-
ness depending on it, was therefore incurable.
Change of climate and sea-beathing were recom-
mended, and adopted at considerable cost; but
these proved equally unavailing.

On examination, I found the scrofulous dia-
thesis certainly apparently very clearly marked.
On inspecting the fauces I found the tonsils pro-
truding far without their boundaries; and on
pressing them they felt quite hard, and almost
horny to the touch. However, after attending a
little to the general health, I commenced the

• It ought perhaps to be stated here, that degenerations of
this sort sometimes occur from constitutional causes, which
frequently cannot be traced.
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treatment with iodine, as before described; but
after persevering for upwards of two months, I
could detect no diminution whatever in their
size, nor alteration in their structure; nor could
I introduce a bougie into the tube. I therefore
moistened a stick of lunar caustic with distilled
water, and applied it well to the tonsils, making
the patient gargle the fauces well with warm
distilled water. In about a week a crust or
eschar came off; but still the subjacent tissue
presented none of the natural softness of the
tonsil, and therefore another coating of the
caustic was applied. This was subsequently
thrown off, and the tonsil now felt quite soft,
and began to diminish very rapidly. I now
could introduce a bougie, and this girl's hear-
ing began rapidly to improve. The tonsils were
speedily reduced to nearly their natural size ;*
and the hearing became, and continues up to
this moment, as acute as if it had never been
interrupted.

SECTION rr.
OF INTRODUCING INSTRUMENTS INTO THE;

EUSTACHIAN '{'DBE.

As the introduction of a bougie or catheter
often becomes necessary in certain affections of

, * In children, especially females under the age ofpubertv, the
tonsils often remain slightly swelled; but this is no impedi~,ent,
. as the hearing is perfect, and the tonsils become natural after
a certain event,
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the Eustachian tube, it is requisite to state the

f th operation' and perhap,s no occa-nature 0 e, lel b
sion more suitable than th~ pr~sent cou e
selected. The term operation Ir surgery ?a~
at all times a powerful influence, and excites
the fears and apprehensions of the ner~ous
patient. This, however, does not contmue
I . e the operation has been dexterously,ong, smc d hi
performed. I have now pe~orme t IS operaftion two or three thousand times; and mo~t ?d
the patients, even the most nervous and tIm~
ones have assured me they would r,ath,er su -
mit 'to this operation' than to syrmgmg the
external ear.

This operation has received di!ferent appella-
tions, as catheterism, &c.; bu~ It may be done
with a bougie, and indeed the mstr~ment must
depend upon the object of the operat~on. W?ere
a mere simple dilation of the tube IS required,
a bougie answers the purpose; but where t~e
transmission of air or medicated vap?ur IS
required, then a catheter· is the proper mstru-
ment.

The tube, as we have already stated,. will in
most cases admit a catheter of, th~ sI~e of a
goose (?) quill. But as this vanes m dIffe.rent
instances the surgeon ought to be provided
with a series varying in size from that of a crow
to that of a goose. The len~th should be from
five inches and a half to SIX and a half; the
point should be very finely rounded, and as-
suming a gradual curve from the centre. AI-
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though practice is essential to acquire the neces-
sary dexterity, not only for introducing the
catheter, but also for determining from this
operation th~ ~tate of the tube; yet, for the pur-
pose of acquIrIng that dexterity, which practice
only can confer, with the least inconvenience
to the patient, and with the greatest ease and
~peed t~ the practitioner, the following simple
instructions are offered.

turned towards the ear, and which is to be known
by the ring, which should be attached to the cathe-
ter, being on a level with its heak. N ow a very
slizht pressure upwards and outwards, proves the
end of the catheter perfectly fixed within the
mouth of the tube. 'When it has been thus ascer-
tained that the extremity of the catheter is firmly
within, and fixed in the cartilaginous mouth of the
tube, we proceed to examine the s~ate of the canal.
Holding the instrument firmly III the hand, the
small silver piece, which is attache.d to the .end
of the gum-elastic tube, is to be Illsert~d into
the extremity of the catheter. The. elast~c tube
is connected by the other extremity WIth the
vapour press, and fitted with a stop-cock. An
assistant now carefully opens the tap, an~ the
condensed air carrying with it the medicated
vapour, passes into the Eustachian tube. The
operator, by means of the tap, can regulate the
force of the current, rendering it stronger or
weaker at his pleasure, by enlarging or dimi-
nishing the aperture of the tap. If th~re be no
obstruction in the canal, the air passes III freely;
but if there be, as is frequently the case, the air
does not pass into the Eustachian canal. To
remove this obstruction, the catheter being stIll
kept in its situation, a small bougie of Indian
rubber, having a small piece of silver a few lines
in length attached to its extremity, is to be
passed along the catheter, down to the Eusta-
chian tube; and by a very gentle pressure it
may be passed into the mouth of the canal, and
even forced within a few lines of the membrana
tympani, without the slightest danger, or even
pain, During this operation the patient will

.The patient being seated in an arm chair
w~th a stuffed back, (which should be so adjusted
WIth machmery that the angle of inclination can .
be varied at pleasure,) the surgeon, taking the
?atheter, previously moistened by being dipped
Into a glass of clear spring water, between the
two fore-fingers and thumb of the right hand;
a.nd standing on the right-hand side of the pa-
trent, no matter whether the catheter be to be
passed into the right or left tube-the head of
the patient being now slightly inclined back-
wards, passes the point of the catheter through
the nasal opening, and along the nasal passage
of .the side corresponding or next to the Eusta-
chian tube to be operated on. The instrument,
held very lightly between the fingers, is to be
pushed very gently, first upwards for about a
quarter of an inch, then downwards and back-
~a~ds; when? in the generality of cases, without
giVIng the slIghtest pain or uneasiness, it will be
foundi~ the upperpar~of the pharynx. Thepoint
of the mstrument having passed thus far, which
often requires considerable tact in consequence
of contraction of the nasal passage, is next to be
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frequently be heard to cry, "I feel it coming
out of the ea~," "I can draw it out now," &c.
~hen the stilette has arrived within a few
Iines . of tl~e tympanum, a somewhat sharp ish
pam IS.excited, if ~he bo.ugie be pressed on far ..
t~er, either from Its point coming in contact
wIth. the handle of the malleus, or from its
pressmgon the delicate membrane of the tympa-
num. When the obstruction has been thus over-
come, the b~mgie is to be carefully withdrawn,
and a fine prece of catgut, of the same thickness
~s the bougie, is ~obe passed through the catheter
ll:tO th~ Eust~clllan tube, to the length of about
e~ght lines, w~th as gentle a force as possible.
1 he catg~t bemg ~eld firmly in its position, the
catheter IS to be WIthdrawn, by sliding it deli be-
rat.ely along the len~th of the catgut, great care
l~e~ng~aken not to dI~place the latter from its po-
SItIOnm the Eustachian canal. Having removed
the catheter from. the na~al passage, the catgut is
to be cut shor~ Wlt~ ~PaI~ of ~ery sharp scissors;
a.nd then ret~medm.lts. situetion by the applica-
tIOll'.of a strip of stIckm~-plaister. No appre-
hension need be entertained from leaving the
catgut bougi.e within the tube, as the natural
heat and moisture of the part causes it to swell
a~d as it enlarges it is gradually protruded till it
slips out mto the pharynx, when it may be with.
drawn by the patient himself through the nasal
openin.g. This operation, though apparently so
Vel} simple, requires a good deal of tact and
delIc.acy of man~gement, and which can be
acquired by practice alone. Many indeed have
been bame~ who.had frequently before performed
the operation WIth ease and SUCcess.
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SECTION III.

OF INFLAMMATION OF THE MIDDLE EAR, WITH

MUCOUS ACCUMULATION.

INFLAMMATION sometimes occurs in the
cavity of the tympanum, and ~s frequently
found extending to the Eustachian tube. .It
may be divided into the Acute and Chronic.
Italways has its seat in the mucous memb!ane,
which lines the cavity. The above form IS at-
tended with most intense pain in the ear, shoot-
ing through the head. The pain is a~tended
with a feelinz as if the flesh were tearmg off
from the bon~, and there is a darting tow~rds
the external ear, with considerable swelling,
With these symptoms there is a high degree of
fever, a hard quick pulse,. great restlessness,
delirium, with the utmost intolerance of norse
or sound of any kind., From the swellmg the
hearing sometimes becomes dull, o~ freq.uently
is totally lost for a time; .th~ patient IS tor-
mented with a constant rmgmg, or a sound
resembling the hissing of a steam .engine.
Although the extent of surface engaged m acute
inflammation of the middle ear be but very
small, yet the general symptoms, more ~spe-
cially the constitutional ones, are sometimes
much more severe and intense than when other
parts of much greater extent are occupied.

Chronic Inflammation.- The acute inflam~a-
tion of the middle ear (either after exhaustmg
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itself, or after having been, by the activity ot
the treatment, subdued) frequently terminates
in the chronic form of the disease. If the acute
form proceed unrestrained, it may destroy the
tympanum, and be attended with the discharge
of the small bones, described in the first chapter
of this work. But when the inflammatory
action is less severe, or has been subdued by
remedial measures, a chronic degree succeeds.
In this state an increased discharge of mucus
takes place from the minute vessels of the
mucous lining, and the excess accumulating
blocks up the cavity, and totally impedes the
function of this part. •

The symptons are generally a dulness of hear-
ing, which is not attended with any painful
sensation, but rather by a sense of weight and
fulness in the ear and head. Some describe
the sensation as that of a screen or flap placed
Over the ear, and that if removed the hearing
would be perfectly restored -sometimes a sort
of creaking noise, or a tickling sensation in the
meatus. These symptoms however do not pre-
vail in every case. Dulness of hearing is the
only constant symptom, and this varies in
degree according to circumstances. Thus such
patients hear better in a dry and clear atmos-
phere, in which the vibrations are more perfect;
but they become nearly deaf in misty or foggy
weather, when the vibratory motions are not so
complete. In some cases the mucus is thin and
fluid, although viscid; but in others it becomes
dense, inspissated, and hard.

-pc
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, h t f the middle ear, weTo determme testa e hO before de-

' d the cat eter, as
mU,st m,tro uce outh of the Eustachian tu,he,
scribed, mto the m f r' from the condensmg
d force a stream 0 air 'The

:achine through the tube into ~he caVhI
I
,%it had

. d f the compressIOn w
air, relieve r~: with a corresponding deg;ee
suffered, rush h h t be towards the cavity.
of force* throug t ,e / f r either does not
The air hav~ng arrive soe:r~tes to thetympa-
enter the cavity at all, or p~~ trance of the air
num, In the latter case, e e~se in the middle
is attended with a gurglmg no, on the tym-
meatus, an~ t~e rush of ~e t~~ U~tient. The
panum is dlsh~?tly fe~t h~ air often clears out
reaction or resilience 0 t . thin or fluid, and
the cavity when t~e m~cus ISa time much im-
the sense of hearing IS for ccumulating, the

d b t the mucus re-a . .
prove; u its f 'perfect condItIOn.hearing returns to ItS ormer im

f .r does not pe-In some cases the strea~ 0 ~~ no noise is
netrate or enter the C~VIy, t~e malady suffer
heard in .th~ ear, no\s o:ere any alteration
any alleviation, nor b t that after re-
observed in the symptoms; u nd sounds
peated sittings the air enters the ea:~:clude that
are' at last ~eard ~ th~n ,w:p::~ed completely
the mucus IS har an, m Krame; appears to
blocking ~p the e~:~~this conclusions, when he
be wrong m resp it may be considered assays, "In these cases 1 ,

d ree of condensation and the size
• Corresponding to thhe ~gh it is allowed to pass from theof the aperture throug w c 1

machine,
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a rule, that the number of sittings should not
exceed four, if after the fourth sitting no dis-
tinctly audible stream of air makes its way to
the membran~ tympani, and no perceptible
Improvement In the hearing takes place: in tltis
cast! there is stricture or obliteration of the
Eustacltian tube, the diaznosis of which will be• " 0

given In Its proper place. *"
The phenomena will OCcur from inspissated

mucus or pus filling up the cavity of the tym-
panum. This opposes a firm and unyielding
barrier to the current of air from which it re-
coils, and is thrown out through the tube as it
entered, passing into the fau~es and escaping.
Condensed air exerts no solvent agency upon the
hardened mucus, and increasing the force of
the current only seems to consolidate and
impact the mucus more firmly in its position.
In truth it seems like endeavouring to remove
the wadding from a gun by battering it against
the breech with the sponge or ramrod. If the
mucus be hard and firmly impacted, so as to
completely fill up the cavity, a current of con-
densed air can have little or no effect in remov-
ing it. A current of air frees the cavity from
thin or viscid mucus, by reaching the membrana
tympani, which opposing a resistance to its fur-
ther progress, the air recoils, taking an opposite
course, carrying the mucus with it out of the
cavity. But when the mucus has become dry,
hard, impacted, filling up the cavity, the stream

• Kramer, p, 205,
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of air can only increa~e t~e impaction, ~nd fi~
the mucus firmer in Its situation, It IS only
therefore when hardened mucus ha~ not so
completely filled or blocked up the caVIty. of the
middle ear, and that the stream of air can
pass into and reach the membrane of the ,tym-
panum, that recoili,ng f~om the membrane It has
carried with it the inspissated plug.

Treatrnent.-The treatment of the inflamma-
tory affections of the mucous linings of,th~ ear
and its appendages, so far as general pn~cIples
go, should be condu~ted as similar affections ~f
the same membrane In other parts. Therefo~e It
would be unnecessary in this place to recapitu-
late the host of anti ph logistics, &? usually re-
sorted to upon such occasions. It ISthe pel'I?a-
nent consequences of such, and the mecham~al
obstructions which they oppose, to the,transmIs-
sion of thevibratory motionswhich excite sound,
and the means of removal, that form the proper
subjects for consideration here. Wh~~ there-
fore there are the signs of such a condition, the
proper means for the removal of it should be
adopted. .

. The next object is to free the part from the
mucous accumulation which fO,rms th~ mecl,la-
nical obstruction to the functIO~s of It. . 1 he
catheter as already described, havmg been mtro-
duced, ~nd an examination having been mad~,
the next thing is to free the cavity. For this
purpose Saissy, Wathen, Itard;: and others of
less note, injected lukewarm, water thr~ugh the
catheter, along the Eustachian tube, into the
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cavity of the tympanum. These injections are
attended with great inconvenience. Sometimes
the flui.d passes into the trachea or wind-pipe,
~roducNmg s~vere coughing-nay, even suffoca-
h.on. or IS warm water always sufficient to
dislodge or even to soften the tough and viscid
mucus. The water also cannot be prevented
from reflux through the mouth and nostrils of
the patient, hence very uncleanly. Nor indeed
are ~hese the only objections; for sometimes the
auditory nerve and other delicate tissues have
been injured by such injections.

Th~ a?ove suggested to Delean the idea of
subshtutmg condensed air for water both for
~he ~xamination of the ear and the tre'atment of
Its diseases, Atmospheric air havinz been con-
densed in a cylinder or box, fitted ;ith a stop-
cock, to which a conducting tube of caoutchouch
has been adapted, the end as before noticed, is
fitted to the funnel-shaped extremity of the
catheter. The tap being turned, the air rushes
~hrough th.e ca~h~ter.into th~ tympanum, carry-
mg out WIth It, III Its recoil, the mucus &c
which had accumulated. ' •

The objections to condensed air, in mymind,
are:-

1. Air is not suited to the circumstances
of every case; and in certain cases as already
shewn, will rather tend to increase than to
relieve the evil.

2. There are no means adopted to eradicate
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the degree of compr~ssion, ~r to adapt the com-
pression to the partIcular cIrcumstances of the
case.

3. The degree of compression is quite fortuit-
ous, depending upon t?e ~umber of ~trokes
which the operator arbItrarIly makes WIth the
piston; and as the force of the current .depe,n~s
(ccet.-par-) upon the degree of compression, It IS
evident that half a dozen or dozen ext~a strokes
may produce a current of such force, as.m a weak
or tender ear would be attended WIth severe
injury ;* and.iJ.l one ?r two instances, of very

a.licate or sensitive habits, has proved fatal.

Other objections might be urged; but these
were quite sufficient to induce .me to ~eek other
means of attempting t?e reqmred object. The
first thing to be consIdered was:. Is there any
substitute for air? None to which t~ere. are
not equally great, if not greate:, ~bJectIOn~.
The next question, Can the. applIca~IO~ of air
be so modified as to render It unobJectIOnable,
or at least less objectionable than it is ? There
are vegetable productions wh~ch ~xert a power-
fully solvent influence upon l~splssated m~cus
or pus. Solutions of these I?Ight be applIed:
but fluid injections of ~ll ~mds are .attended
with insurmountable obJectIOns. ThI,s l~d .me
to substitute medicated vapour for fluid mJec-

• I have seen rupture of the tympanum from this ac-
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tions and for that of air. As the active princi-
ples of many of these vegetables are volatile,
and rise with the vapour of water, even much
below the boiling point, it occurred to me that
if I could convey this vapour into the diseased
cavity, I should be applying a much more effec-
tive agent than compressed air.

1. The vapour carries with it a solvent of the
inspissated and indented plug.

2. The vapour, after a short time, condenses
and becomes fluid, softening and increasing the
bulk of the indurated mass, and its Own in-
crease forces it from the cavity or canal.

3. The softening and solution of the mass
renders it more accessible to the action of
future operations.

The next question that presented, How is
this vapour to be introduced? This is best
done by the assistance of a stream of moderately
compressed air. The plan I adopt is to have
an air-press, into which the air can be corn-
pressed by means of a condensing syringe.
From the superior part issues a stopcock fitted
with a conducting-tube, at the end of which is a
ferule adapted to the funnel-like mouth of the
catheter. The medicated infusion, boiling hot,
is first introduced into the apparatus, and the
condensing syringe being adapted, a few strokes
are given to force in an extra portion of air.
The vapour rising from the hot medicated in-
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fusion becomes mixed with the compressed
air and on turninz the stop-cock the rush of air
, 0 di dcarries with it the floating me reate vapour,

which, by the time it reaches the cavity ,of
the tympanum, condenses and bec~me~ flm~,
dissolving the indurated mucus, which m ~hlS
state is easily displaced by the succeedmg
current.

The air thus impregnated with medicated
watery-vapour has a great super~ority: over com-
mon air. even when the mucus IS fluid, because
it always produces some d~gree of viscid~ty,
which the vapour condensmg and b~coI?mg
water attenuate while the vegetable principles
with which it is 'impregnated dissolve any indu-
rated portion.

By adapting a guage to the air-p~ess t~e exact
degree of compression can be readily estimated,
and the force of the stream regulated according
to circumstances. For this purpose all that is
necessary is to have a small well to receive a
few drachms of quicksilver. A barometer open
at both ends and of the required height, is
fitted steam-tight into the uppe~ part of t~e air-
press so that one end shall be Immersed 111 the
merc~ry, and t~e other rising ~pwards per-
pendicularly WIll shew the hel&ht of the
column of mercury-supported by air, and con-
sequently becomes a measure of th~ degree of
compression which the enclosed all' endures.
The medicated infusion may be kept always
of the degree of temperature requisite for the

F
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giving of vapour, by the occasional application
o~ as~all spirit lamp, or an argand one supplied
with OIl. By ~aving the apparatus fitted with a
thermometer in a well known manner, the
temperature of the vapour as well as the force
of ~he current can be regulated and adjusted to •
a mcety. ~Y the means above detailed I have
s,ucce~ded I.n cases deemed hopeless, and in a
tll~e incredibly short, without the infliction of
pa,m, or. even any unpleasant sensation. It is
evident th~t the previous softening of indurated
~ccumula~lOns will t~nd greatly to facilitate the
mtroductIOn of bougles, as noticed in a former
part.

Injlam,mation,witlt mucous obstruction of the
!'Justacluan Tube.- When the Eustachian tube
IS the seat of the affection, the inflammatory
symptoms are usually duller. The consequences
however are the same, and the tube becomes
obstructed by mucus plugs of various qualities
and vanous degrees of tenacity. Many plans
have been propos~d (ma~y of them highly dan~
~erous) for the relief of this malady. Riolau, for
mstance, recommended perforating the mastoid
cells, ~nd by the force of injections to drive the
plug mto, the pharynx. This is so hazardous
an operatI~n, that no one in his senses would
undertake It, or if he did, ought to be held cri-
mmally, responsible. Others have proposed
p'unc.tUl'I?g the l?embrana tympani, (and which
Curtis still consIders the most effectual remedy
for deafness of the middle ear,) to force .out the
mucus by pushing the injection from the exter-

-* ...
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nal ear into the tube.* However it is very
uncertain, as all acquainted with the anatomy
of those parts must admit.

Others inject water into the pharyngal
opening of the tube, and even Kramer used
to practice this method. The injections were
rendered stimulant by the solution of salts, &c.;
but he has for some time past abandoned the
practice, substituting the air-douche "in con-
sequence of the extraordinary facility, conve-
nience, and cleanliness with which it can be
managed."

When the tube becomes obstructed, so that
air cannot pass into the cavity of the tympanum"
not only deafness, but various sensations-such
as noises, rushing sounds, ringing of the ea:s-
are occasionally experienced. These sensations
depend' upon external circumstances. Thus,
changes in the weather, attended with altera-
tions in the barometer, give rise to them. If
the mouth of the tube only be obstructed while
the middle cavity is free, it is evident that the
air confined in the tympanum, being uniformly
of the same density, will not prove an equal or
sufficient counterpoise during the variations
suffered by the external portion. Conse-
quently noises will be heard under every change,
and I have known these phenomena to result
from ascending a high mountain, descending
into a valley by the passing of a cloud, and by

• This operation cannot be performed without complete
loss of hearing.c--En.
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thunder,. lightning, &c. all wh.ich act by altering
the density of the external circumambient air.

Treatment.-I have little, in addition to what
has been already advanced, to add upon this
subject. The medicated vapour appears to be
the best remedy, as it dissolves and attenuates
the .imp~cted mucus, and causes its speedy ex-
pulsion mto the pharynx. We can also assist
t~e act~on o~ the medicated vapour by the occa-
sional msertion of the bougie, and endeavouring
to draw out the mucus. The current at first
should be gentle, and the force afterwards gra-
dually increased. But from what has been
already advanced, further discussion on the sub-
ject appears quite superfluous.

SECTION IV.

MECHANICAL OBLITERATION OR STRICTURE

OF THE EUSTACHIAN TUBE.

~RGANIC stricture frequently follows in flam-
mat.lOn of the mucus membrane in other parts,
for mstance the urethra; and so it may prove
the consequence of inflammation of mucous
membrane of the Eustachian tube. The inflam-
matory a~tion inducing s~ricture is mostly of the
ch.romc. kind, and the stnct.u~e is caused by the
thiokeninjr of the mucous lmmg. The stricture
of the tube may be inferred from neither air nor
vapour passing into the tube from the con-
densing machine. We must here make the
examination by means of a catgut bougie. A
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catgut of the smallest size, in such a case, intro-
duced into the mouth of the Eustachian tube,
when pushed carefully forward is found tor be
opposed by an obstruction, such as either can-
not be overcome at all, or not till after very
forcible pressure. Sometimes, w~en the ~rst
opposition is overcome, a second IS met WIth.
'When the obstruction cannot be passed, the
bougie should be allowed to rest against it for
a few moments, when after this delay, or at a
future period, itmay probably beyassed. ~¥hen
passed, it feels as if the bougie had slipped
through a ring, after which it advances easily,

The introduction of bougies must be conti-
nued till they pass easily into ~he cavity .. T~e
size should then be gradually increased, till m
fact a sufficient dilatation has been effected.
Then the injection of medicated vapour in the
manner already described, but with som~wh~t
greater force, will serve not only to assist m
dilatinsr the tube, but by its influence on the parts
will te~d greatly to restore th~m to their he~l~hy
condition. Most of the aurists whose opmlOn
upon this subject I have consulted, are disposed
to look upon this as rather an incurable state of
disease, and I believe in a great proportion of
instances it is not to be completely cured. I
may observe, however, that by a continued per-
severance in the plan I have pointed out above,
I have succeeded in most instances in greatly
arnelioratinz the hearing, and in several I have
almost completely restored the function, so that
the patient experienced no difficulty whatever
in hearing distinctly, and understanding every

F 3
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thing that was said to him. In illustration of the
above doctrines and principles of treatment I
subjoin the following cases; and I can refe/to
ma~y more who are not only willing but most
anxIOUSto declare the benefit they have received
and to satisfy any inquiries made of them. '

CASE 1.

~RS. MATHEWS, Northgate, near Gloucester.
ThIS lady, when she placed herself under my
care, was so deaf that she could not hear a bell.
rung. Having tried the air-douche I found a
~or~id obstruction within the Eust;chian tube.
Finding ~he. cold air had no effect, I placed some
warm fluid mto the machine, and at the second
attempt had the pleasure of hearing her say
"WI . h 'rat, IS t at a bell I hear?" the hall door
bell having been rung rather loudly at the time.
In a fortnight she left London for Gloucester
well, and continues so to this time. Deaf all her
life.

CASE II.

-- MARSHALL, Esq., 4, Alsop Terrace
New Road. This talented gentleman deaf of, .".
?ne ear twenty years, to his horror when enter-' ..
mg the church at St. James's found he could
not hear a single sound, though the clergyman
was a~the moment saying prayers. The:following
mo~mng he called on me; upon careful exami-
nation I found the Eustachian tube blocked with
indurated mucus. I tried to pass a stream of
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cold air into the tube, but could not succeed;
I afterwards tried a hot fomentation, when,
with a report like a shot, the hardened mucus
dislodged by the vapour passed out of the tube
into the pharynx. This gentleman could hear
immediately, and in three weeks was completely
restored. Is now quite well.

CASE III.

N. J. HUSBAND, Esq., banker, Devonport.
This gentleman, during the twenty-eight yea.rs
he was deaf, consulted every person of note In

England, and before he placed himself under my
care told me that he had not even an expecta-
tion of getting well. Having carefully exami?ed
the external ear, I found there was no secretion,
nor had there been for some length of time. I
next with a fine silver catheter, examined the
state' of the internal ear. This I found in such a
relaxed state, that it was impossible there co~ld
be afree circulation of air within the Eustachian
tube in consequence of increased secretion of, . fli
mucus. Having used the air-douche me ec-
tually, I passed a stream of hot vapour, when .he
found almost decided relief. Under the daily
use of this important application, assisted by
•tonic medicines and warm gargles, I had. the
pleasure of sending him home in a fortnight
cured.

CASE IV.

J. BLACKBURN, Esq., co. Carlow, Ireland, •
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has suffered fro~ se,:ere deafness for twenty-
~wo yea:s. HavIng tried the leading surgeons
In Dublin and his Own neighbourhood he was
advised t? come to London. Fourte~n years
ago. he tned the then leading surgeons and
aunsts for fourteen months ineffectually, after-
w!1rds consulted the principle aurists in Paris
wIthout. the least relief. Four years ago he
placed himself under the care of a medical man
In. London, who first placed some ointment
within the ears; afterwards gave some ointment
to be rubbed behind the ears, from the effect of
,,:hich he was all but mad" When he placed
himself under mr care, I found him labouring
~nder severe pam across the forehead with
~ncessan.t noise in both ears, resembling (a~cord-
I~g to Ius own account) the confusion of a hur-
ricane, Upon examining the ears externally I
found them drr, the aperture large, the me:U-
brana tympani nearly dry and shining' on
examining the Eustachian tube I found the air
p~ssed with a dull indolent rattl~. Having sub-
stituted warm vapour for the cold air-after
three attempts, something rushed out of the ear
with a report like a shot: after which a copious
flow of thin fluid passed into the th~oat caus-
ing a sickening feel as if he would vomit,' This
gentleman had the hot fluid passed daily for a
month.* The left ear became well; the other
partly recovered its hearing with the use of
anodyne plasters behind the ears, kept on for

• I had to pass a bougie daily, for four minutes at a time
for ten days, to open the Eustachian tube.
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two months, and medicine to relieve the general
health. I had the pleasure of restoring this
gentleman to society.

CASE V.

-- SLIGH, Esq., 6, Chaltam-street, Isling-
ton, deaf twenty years .. After dila~ing the pas-
sage into the EustachIa~ tube with a catgut
bouzie in ten weeks, with the use of the hot
vap~u: and stimulating' gargles, could hear dis-
tinctly.

CASE VI.

MR. 'I'HOMAS, 46, Upper Norto~-street, was
told his cure was hopeless, having at great
expense consulted not only t~e leading auri~ts,
but also the leading surgeons m London. WIth
the use of the hot vapour, assisted by sarsa-
parilla and capsicum gargles, I had the pleasure
of restoring his hearing in six weeks.

CASE VII.

MR. GREEN, Newland Terrace, Kensington,
deaf sixteen years. This gentleman was told
he must make himself contented, as he could
not get well, his deafness being nervous. With
the use of the acoustic medicine and hot va-
pour, in six weeks he could hear distinctly, and
is now quite well.

CASE VIII.

MISS WILLOTT, Aldermanbury, forty years
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deaf. With the' use of the hot fluid the noise of
her head was removed, and her hearing com-
pletely restored.

CASE IX.

MR. WHITFORD, Mr. Corder's, New Caven-
dish Street, Portland Place, many years deaf,
having tried every person that he thought could
afford him relief ineffectually, placed himself
under my care. This gentleman's deafness was
caused by enlarged tonsils and extensive chronic
inflammation extending into the Eustachian
tube. Having reduced, by antiphlogistic treat-
ment, the inflammatory action in five weeks, I
completely removed the deafness, and he is
now quite well.

CASE X.

MISS WALLEN, Circus Place, Finsbury Circus,
seven years deaf. When she placed herself
under my care could hear very indistinctly.
Within a week, by using the anodyne warm
vapour, the incessant noise in the head was
removed, and in three. weeks her hearing was
completely restored.

CASE XI.

-- CURLING, Esq., 18, Cheapside, many
years so deaf as not to be able to hear his daugh-
ters playing on a piano. In three weeks I had
the pleasure of restoring his hearing, and re-
moving the noise he complained of.
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CASE XIl.

Mr. HARRIS, Blandford-street, Portman-
square, so de~f as ,not be ab:e t~ hear a few feet
from him, WIth VIOlent noise m the ears and
pains in the head. In six weeks, with the assist-
ance of some tonic medicine and hot gargles,
the warm vapour completely removed the noise
and head-ache. He now hears distinctly.

CASE XIIl.

MIss ELCOCKS, 64, Soho-square, only six
months deaf. This interesting girl had some
discharge from the ears, accompanied with ,vio-
lent noise; within a fortnight her hearing was
completely restored, and she is now quite well.

CASE XIV,

MARY ANNE CRAWLEY, 41, Cross-street, Is-
lington, twelve years deaf, could hear only
when the words were directed to the ear.
After the hot vapour was used four times she
began to improve, and within six weeks could
hear quite distinctly.

CASE xv.

ELIZABETH Low, deaf from typhus fever (so
deaf as not to be able to hear her own step on
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the floor)-in six weeks began to improve, and
within three months could hear distinctly-the
violent noise in her head and ears being re-
moved, and her general health good.

From the above abstract, therefore, it appears
that the application of medicated vapour, not
only more readily clears the air cavities by
diluting and attenuating the viscid and indu-
rated mucus, but that by some specific effect
upon the mucus secreting surface, so far con-
trols the morbid action that it prevents the far-
ther secretion of morbid mucus, and thus effects
a permanent cure; while the air-douche, when
successful, often only effects a temporary relief,
and the disease returns, requiring a re-applica-
tion of the remedial means.

I have above only noticed but a few out of
several hundreds of cases, all of which have •
received effective and permanent relief, and in
most instances a perfect cure. I can give refe-
rences to the greater proportion of those who
are perfectly willing to attest the very great
superiorty of my method over others.
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